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Dear Summit Delegate:

Welcome to Nashville and the 45th SIG Global Summit!  

I hope your travels were uneventful and you arrive well rested 

because we have an amazing week of events and sessions for 

you and you won’t want to miss a single one.

The purpose of this Resource Guide is to help you plan your 

calendar for the week. Please read through the session 

descriptions thoroughly and use the Guide to make the 

most of your time at the Summit. NOTE: next to every session is a lifecycle description of 

the breakout. Please make sure you choose your sessions based on the lifecycle you are 

interested in learning about.

 Rest assured that we have built time into our agenda to relax and recharge, whether in the 

Tech Lounge where we have a myriad of cell phone and laptop chargers, printers, fresh fruit 

and reading material, or during our wonderful dinner/entertainment events. For those of you 

that are returning, you know we always have great surprise entertainment on Wednesday 

night, so don’t stay in your room and have room service or you’ll wonder what the buzz is 

all about the next day! On that note, each time you leave your room, make sure to bring 

plenty of business cards so you can continue to build your professional network. The Summit 

is as much a networking experience as it is a learning opportunity—make sure you take 

advantage of all that it offers in both! 

On behalf of the SIG team, I wish you an enjoyable, exciting and informative few days at 

the SIG Summit. Welcome again and thank you for joining us.

Truly,

Dawn Tiura Evans
President and CEO, SIG

welcome
    to nashville

Intelligent workforce solutions

beeline.com

HOW WILL YOUR  
ORGANIZATION BE AFFECTED  
BY THE AFFORDABLE CARE ACT?

The Affordable Care Act has left many organizations wondering 

how new regulations will change the way they view and manage 

their non-employee workforce. While there is no one solution to 

navigating these changes, it is important to understand how  

your organization could be at risk.

 

Learn how the Affordable Care Act could impact your organization 

and the non-employee workforce.

Download the Affordable Care Act whitepaper  

at beeline.com
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A.T. Kearney
Allegis Group Services
Alsbridge
Ann Inc.
Ariba, an SAP Company
Arizona State University
Baker & McKenzie
Bayer CropScience
Beeline
BMO Financial Group
Boeing
CBRE
Charles Schwab
Cisco
Clarcor
Coupa
Credit Suisse AG 
Denali Group
Dentons
EY
Fieldglass
Firstsource
Gap
GEP
Google
Hatch
Hiperos
Honda of America Mfg.
Huntington National Bank
IBM
Ingredion
IQNavigator
Iron Mountain
ISG
JLL
JPMorgan Chase
Kaye Scholer
KellyOCG
KeyBank

KPMG
LexisNexis
LogicSource
Mayer Brown
Mindcrest
Monsanto Company
Mylan
Nationwide Insurance
Nearshore Executive Alliance
Nissan Motor Company
Novartis Institutes for BioMedical Research
Office Depot
Peoplefluent
Perfect Commerce
Philips
PwC (buy-side)
Salesforce
SIG
SourceAmerica
Southwest Airlines
State of Tennessee, Central Procurement Office
State Street
Synergy Services
The Hackett Group
The MENTOR Network
The Smart Cube
T-Mobile
Tokio Marine Insurance
University of Tennessee
Vantage Partners
Veolia Environmental Services
Virtusa
Visa
Weight Watchers
WellPoint
Welsh, Carson, Anderson & Stowe
Xchanging
Zycus

Featuring Executives From These       Companies:

SIG members are senior-level executives at Fortune and Global 1000
companies. Delegate titles include CEOs, CFOs, CPOs, COOs, CIOs,

Presidents, Vice Presidents, Directors and Managers.

denver, colorado

october 
14-16
2014

SIG: The Original Executive Sourcing Network     Learn more: www.sig.org/summit

“A SIG Summit sets a high bar.   
Presentations cover relevant topics  
that are delivered professionally, 
resulting in an engaged and active 
audience.”

Linda Behan
SVP, Global Procurement

Iron Mountain

global
   leadership
 summit

save the date!
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Corporate Sponsors

®

BENCHMARKING - SOURCING - TRANSFORMATION

Breakfast and Featured Session
Workplace 2020: Survival Tools and Tactics

The workforce of the future is changing in its demographics, its attitudes and its 
wants and needs almost as fast as technology is changing. For employers, this will 
mean a radical shift in the way we conduct our business and manage talent.

What we do today is a complete departure from how we will need to do it five 
to ten years from now. Organizations must prepare for the seismic shifts that are 
coming. If they don’t, they risk tremors so strong that it will challenge their ability to 

remain a going concern. In this keynote session, participants will get a clear view of the shifts to expect, 
some of which are so new that they have not even hit the radar screens of most organizations. Summit 
delegates will hear practical suggestions for things managers need to be aware of in order to prepare for 
these trends and shifts and avoid any aftershocks.  
 

Margaret Morford, CEO, The HR Edge, Inc.  

Margaret Morford is CEO for The HR Edge, Inc., an international management 
consulting and training company. Her clients have included such globally 
recognized companies and organizations as Chevron, Time Warner, U.S. 
Secret Service, Sara Lee Foods, Homeland Security, Domino’s, Blue Cross Blue 
Shield, Vanderbilt University, Comcast, Intercontinental Hotel Group, Fox 
Broadcasting, Verizon and Wells Fargo. Previously, Margaret was Sr. Vice 
President, Human Resources Consulting for a national consulting firm. She has a 
BS degree from the University of Alabama and a JD degree from the Vanderbilt 
University School of Law.

She has worked as an attorney, specializing in employment law as well as a Vice President of Human 
Resources for three large companies. She is often quoted as a business expert in the Wall Street Journal, 
New York Times, Chicago Tribune, USA Today, MSNBC, and CBS Money Watch and appears regularly 
on local ABC, CBS and Fox television affiliates. She is the author of several business books, including 
Management Courage - Having the Heart of a Lion and The Hidden Language of Business - Workplace 
Politics, Power & Influence.

General 
Session 

7:00 Breakfast

8:00 Keynote

Legends Ballroom
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 WS 3 Avoiding Information Overload: How To  
Leverage Market Information To Develop 
Sound Risk Management Strategies 
Procurement professionals are flooded with information…from supplier 
data and alerts to industry trends and analytical tools…the amount 
of information received is astounding. Sifting through those sources 
to identify red flags can be daunting and impractical. This breakout 
session will focus on how to filter and prioritize targeted content to help 
proactively mitigate supply risk and identify market opportunities.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ How to address the challenge of leveraging data to produce  
actionable supplier intelligence 
¹¹ Approaches for filtering, synthesizing and prioritizing information 
pertinent to your supplier risk strategy
¹¹ How to assess analytical tools and dashboards available for monitoring 
suppliers on an ongoing basis

Presenters Nationwide Insurance, Kimberly Proffitt, Sr. Director Finance & Supplier 
Relationship Management
LexisNexis, Eric Walsworth, Director of Supply Management
 

 WS 4 How To Develop And Deploy A Contractor 
Reutilization Program To Increase Speed To 
Market And Cost Savings 
The need for contingent worker talent continues to be a key priority for 
many companies. Introducing a contractor reutilization strategy is an 
effective way to establish a vital population of qualified candidates to 
fill particular roles while eliminating the risk for worker misclassification and 
dramatically reducing costs. The presenters in this session will outline a 
program structure that is designed to provide clients with experienced 
contractors, including alumni and previous workers, for assignments 
in a timely, seamless manner. Delegates will leave with specifics on 
launching a program and the processes and best practices to ensure 
its success. Anyone focusing on the importance of having access to 
qualified contractor talent should attend this session.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ How to add immediate value to your contingent workforce program
¹¹ How to capture the best contractor talent quickly and easily
¹¹ How to save time and money with pre-qualified workers
¹¹ How to establish a network for both you and your contractors to 
connect and successfully complete assignments that are vital to your 
business

Presenters Synergy Services, Cori McKee, VP, Business Solutions 

 WS 1 The Company You Keep: Key Drivers For  
Success In Integrated Sourcing 
Our most recent survey, “The Company You Keep,” targeted over 100 
top Sourcing, Procurement and Risk Officers at leading companies 
around the world. We asked participants a series of questions aimed 
at identifying the key risks that their respective “extended enterprises” 
are confronted with given the extraordinary degree to which companies 
today rely on third party relationships to design, make, distribute, 
support and sustain their products and/or services in a globalized and 
connected economy. Our survey sheds light on the five key elements of 
an integrated sourcing strategy: vetting and selecting; structuring and 
documenting; educating and training; monitoring and evaluating; and 
reacting and remedying. Through our survey and experience, and the 
expert insights from Clarcor, we have identified best practices for  
managing the different phases of the sourcing process. This session 
will give you an opportunity to benchmark your practices against the 
processes that other companies use to choose the right party, allocate 
risk through negotiations and contracts and avoid common pitfalls. In 
addition, we will share key factors to ensure that your sourcing practices 
are not only cost effective but also confirm that “The Company You 
Keep” is right for your organization.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ How to select the right third-party
¹¹ How to allocate risk through negotiations and contracts
¹¹ The key evaluation factors for enforcement agents who are auditing 
the adequacy of a company’s corporate compliance program
¹¹ How to avoid the most frequent pitfalls

Presenters Baker & McKenzie, Sam Kramer, Partner
Clarcor, Richard Wolfson, General Counsel of Clarcor 
 

 WS 2 So You’ve Chosen Your VMS - Now What? 
How To Drive Program Success Like The 
World’s Best Known Brands 
The journey of choosing and implementing a VMS is over. So what 
comes next? In this session we will examine best practices and lessons 
learned from over a decade of VMS deployments from many of the 
world’s best known brands. Find out what you need to build a solid 
program foundation and maximize the return on your VMS investment. 
Walk away with new insights into how you can make your VMS tool work 
for you - find easier, simpler and more efficient ways to manage your 
entire contingent workforce and SOW programs. Cut through complex 
reports, erase adoption resistance, and gain stakeholder alignment with 
these tried and true best practices.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ The top 5 things to make your VMS work better
¹¹ The hidden pitfalls that can derail your program
¹¹ How to benchmark your program to the world’s best known brands
¹¹ How to chart your course to evolve to a best-in-class program

Presenters IQNavigator, Kieran Brady, EVP, Market Strategies
 

tuesday
workshops

Workshop
9:30 - 10:20
Legends E 

Lifecycle Phase:
Initiation

Workshop
9:30 - 10:20
Legends F

Lifecycle Phase:
Optimization

Workshop
10:35 - 11:25
Legends E

Lifecycle Phase:
Optimization

Workshop
9:30 - 10:20
Legends G

Lifecycle Phase:
Optimization
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 WS 5 M&A For The CPO: A CEO’s Perspective 
How can you help your procurement department become trusted  
advisors during an important business venture such as a merger or 
acquisition (M&A)? This presentation will identify key near-term and 
long-term opportunities, process and scale improvements, and will 
recommend analytics from the CEO’s perspective that are required 
to ensure a successful merger or acquisition. We consider important 
factors such as: the required information for a purchasing department 
to perform due diligence; the short- and long-term opportunities for 
savings post-merger; as well as typical CEO goals for spend savings 
and supplier behavior. We will discuss how to drive ROI through 
combined company analytics, contract visibility and supplier innovation. 
Participants who are exposed to M&A will find this session particularly 
useful and can expect to take away tips and best practice suggestions 
around this important business growth initiative.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ How to recognize and bring about near-term opportunities
¹¹ How to plan for longer term spend visibility
¹¹ Suggested process improvements and scalability approaches such as 
in-source or out-source
¹¹ How to perform a progress analysis on post-merger activity

Presenters Perfect Commerce, Hampton Wall, President and CEO 

 

 WS 6 The Holy Grail Of Workplace Strategy:  
Measuring Productivity Successfully 
The words “Workplace Productivity” are generating a lot of buzz.  
Virtually all companies are looking to increase their productivity and 
align their workplace strategy with business goals. But measuring 
success isn’t always easy. Learn how to leverage your workplace strategy 
by integrating your people, processes, technology and physical space in 
innovative ways and measure the impact on your productivity.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ What it means to align workplace strategy with business goals
¹¹ How the integration of people, processes, technology and space can 
serve to improve productivity 
¹¹ Strategies and innovative ways to meet your workplace needs
¹¹ How to measure your success once workplace strategies are in place

 

Presenters Credit Suisse AG, Emily Aker, Global Change Management and  
Communications Lead
JLL, Bernice Boucher, Head of Workplace Strategy, Americas
 

 WS 7 Stakeholder Engagement Part 2: Continuing 
To Work On The Most Important Skill For  
Today’s Sourcing Professional 
Procurement organizations can only make so much progress by relying 
on senior management to require centralized procurement. Stakeholder 
buy-in is indispensable when it comes to gaining effective compliance 
with spend management programs, getting invited into more strategic 
discussions earlier in the process, and reaching those more complex, 
still unmanaged categories. In this workshop, Novartis and Vantage 
Partners will continue the conversation started at the 2013 SIG Global 
Leadership Summit in Fort Worth, focusing on techniques that help 
Procurement better understand and engage with reluctant stakeholders.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ How to understand stakeholder resistance to Procurement’s “help”
¹¹ How to change Procurement’s value proposition for complex  
categories of spend
¹¹ How to develop a trusted advisor relationship
¹¹ How to define the competencies that are crucial for effective business 
partnering

Presenters Novartis Institutes for BioMedical Research, Brian Howell, Global Head 
of Procurement
Vantage Partners, Danny Ertel, Partner
 
 

 WS 8 The Hidden Workforce Revealed: A Best Kept 
Secret To Improved Productivity, Cost Savings 
And Social Impact 
An underutilized workforce of highly motivated, dedicated and capable 
individuals exists in our country that is ready and willing to assist  
multiple businesses in achieving their goals. Attendance at this  
session will provide information on the workforce, how to access the 
individuals and how to capitalize on their strengths related to job and 
work performance. If you are looking for a competitive advantage  
related to reduced turnover, increased productivity and a desire to  
fulfill your company’s social responsibility goals, then this is the session 
to attend.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ Who the workforce is and where they are located
¹¹ What these people can do for your organization
¹¹ The impact to your organization
¹¹ How to tap into this hidden gem

Presenters SourceAmerica, Rhett Linke, Executive Director 

 

Workshop
10:35 - 11:25
Legends F

Lifecycle Phase:
Initiation

Workshop
10:35 - 11:25
Legends G

Lifecycle Phase:
Steady State

Workshop
12:45 - 1:35
Legends E

Lifecycle Phase:
Steady State

Workshop
12:45 - 1:35
Legends F

Lifecycle Phase:
Optimization
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 WS 9 Take Off The Blinders: Optimize The  
Performance Of Your Flexible Workforce 
Too many organizations experience inconsistent contingent workforce 
goals and processes and a lack of visibility into their total labor pool. 
This can be extremely frustrating for any sourcing organization, as it 
often leads to underutilized resources, delayed payments or  
overpayment to vendors above fair market rates. Learn how savvy 
organizations can avoid these challenges by enabling strategic business 
intelligence through a collaborative, centralized system that aligns  
business goals and optimizes spend. If you are responsible for sourcing 
and managing your organization’s contingent workforce and your key 
tasks involve lowering costs while increasing overall performance, you 
can’t afford to miss this session.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ Best analytic practices for tracking total workforce availability to meet 
project demands
¹¹ How to implement collaborative feedback systems to benchmark 
vendors and hold them accountable 
¹¹ How to leverage consistent processes, improve workforce quality and 
speed up payments

Presenters Office Depot, Sandra Sauers, Contingent Workforce Staffing Manager
Peoplefluent, Kevin Grossman, Director of Product and Content Marketing
  

 WS 10 Innovation In Stakeholder Management: How 
A Human Touch Can Improve Engagement 
Stakeholder engagement is critical to achieving success in sourcing and 
transformation initiatives. Communicating regularly and addressing issues 
in a timely manner can also contribute to the success of an engagement.  
In this session, presenters will discuss an innovative approach to 
stakeholder management through cross-platform online chats. This 
framework can provide a significant return on investment over  
traditional methods of engagement.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ How to better manage your stakeholders through effective online 
engagement
¹¹ How to increase resolution of issues
¹¹ How to minimize lost time 
¹¹ How to document engagement discussions and communications 

Presenters Firstsource, Michael Roy, VP, Strategy, Channels and Advisor Relations
Steve Ogilvie, Executive VP, Sales, CRM and Strategic Relationships
 

 WS 11 Primping Up Your Pricing Model Prowess: 
Turning “Making What You Pay For” Into A 
Reality 
Perhaps no other topic creates as much apprehension between a buyer 
and supplier as trying to negotiate a fair price. The conventional  
procurement process puts buyers and sellers on opposite sides of the 
table until the parties “get to yes,” but often leaves all participants  
frustrated. Alternatively, we suggest that buyers should look in the mirror 
and say, “Did I get what I paid for? And if not - why not? “ In this  
session, we will discuss how “you get what you pay for” is in direct  
correlation to how well organizations match the right pricing model 
tools to the right business needs.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ The seven distinct sourcing business models
¹¹ How to align the right pricing mechanisms with the right sourcing 
business model
¹¹ How to negotiate “pricing” with a different mindset

Presenters University of Tennessee, Kate Vitasek, Faculty, Center for Executive  
Education 
Baker & McKenzie, Ed Hansen, Partner
 

 WS 12 Why Procurement Transformations Fail (And 
How To Increase Your Odds Of Success) 
If you are a procurement or sourcing professional, odds are that you 
have witnessed (or participated in) at least one disastrous attempt at 
transformation. Hyped by management and saddled by lofty  
expectations, procurement transformations are a risky endeavor  
not for the faint of heart. But take heed, there are several thoughtful 
approaches that can minimize risk and help unlock hidden value. In this 
session, we will take a critical look at failure points and study several 
proven risk mitigation strategies. Join this session to learn how to lead 
successful process, organizational and technological changes designed 
to keep you and your company competitive.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ Why companies transform - the call to action
¹¹ Common procurement transformation fallacies 
¹¹ Critical failure points and how to avoid them
¹¹ An actionable approach to manage change and get results

Presenters Mylan, Jeff Smith, Director, Global Indirect Procurement  
 

Workshop
12:45 - 1:35
Legends G

Lifecycle Phase:
Optimization

Workshop
1:50 - 2:40
Legends E

Lifecycle Phase:
Steady State

Workshop
1:50 - 2:40
Legends G

Lifecycle Phase:
Initiation

Workshop
1:50 - 2:40
Legends F

Lifecycle Phase:
Closure or Renewal
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 WS 13 Procurement As The New Profit Center 
Procurement organizations are evolving from cost centers - or even-
shared services centers - to be measured as true “profit centers” that 
are accountable to executive management and shareholders to deliver 
specific, measurable ROI targets. In this climate, savings expectations 
are increasing, yet opportunities to save are also increasingly hard to 
come by. The result is that procurement organizations will be under 
the microscope to contribute to corporate profitability by achieving 
world-class ROI from their procurement operations. This session will 
focus on the best practices and best-in-class tools that not only achieve 
significant savings but also provide Procurement organizations with the 
visibility to track and report Finance-approved savings reflected in the 
actual financial statements.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ How to benchmark against predominant methods for setting savings 
targets and measuring achievements
¹¹ How to identify available methodologies and tools for calculating 
savings
¹¹ How to discover best practice techniques and tools for documenting 
“Finance-approved” savings
¹¹ Best practice strategies procurement organizations are taking to  
highlight their contributions to corporate profitability

Presenters The MENTOR Network, Scott Fitzgerald, Director of Procurement
Zycus, Richard Waugh, Vice President, Corporate Development 
 

 WS 14 Creating Leaders: How To Identify, Empower 
And Nurture Leaders In Any Organization 
Strong leadership is vital to success in virtually any endeavor. While 
styles may vary, good leaders have common traits that transcend  
companies, cultures and even generations. You and your organization 
will gain from recognizing and fostering these skills and talents. There 
are a variety of approaches to developing talent into leaders, some 
more effective than others. Join this session to learn how to identify  
individuals who demonstrate the right characteristics, give them the 
tools they need and grow their leadership talent.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ How to understand the fundamental attributes of effective leaders
¹¹ How to identify and provide growth opportunities
¹¹ How to appreciate how leaders at all levels impact an organization’s 
culture
¹¹ How to recognize and reward the right behaviors

Presenters Boeing, Lawrence Kane, Senior IT Leader

 WS 15 Facilities Management Outsourcing: Exploring 
Multiple Channels For Cost Savings, Value 
Creation And Continuous Improvement 
In this highly interactive session, you will be led through an exploration 
of the sometimes complex, but always impactful world of Facilities 
Management (FM) outsourcing. We will walk through an overview of the 
rapid evolution of various outsourcing models and take a look at some 
compelling high level case studies across diverse industries. The audi-
ence will help build out a list of expected risks of outsourcing, as well as 
a set of questions to help participants assess if FM outsourcing is right 
for them, and if it could unlock hidden value in your company. Come 
prepared with questions and discussion topics as CBRE moderates this 
conversation.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ The various models of Facilities Management outsourcing
¹¹ The journey along the lifecycle of cost savings and value creation
¹¹ How to identify the top risks as well the keys to success 
¹¹ Explore the potential of Facilities Management outsourcing at your 
company

Presenters CBRE, Denver Clark, Sr. VP, Global Director of Strategic Sourcing
Lisa Roths, Sr. Global Program Manager, Global Facilities Management

Workshop
3:10 - 4:00
Legends E

Lifecycle Phase:
Initiation

Workshop
3:10 - 4:00
Legends F

Lifecycle Phase:
Optimization

Workshop
3:10 - 4:00
Legends G

Lifecycle Phase:
Initiation
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Breakfast and Featured Session
Boost Your Innovation ROI Tenfold

If your organization is like most, you are drowning in a sea of ideas. The result is 
an inefficient innovation process. To boost your innovation ROI ten times, instead 
of ideas, focus your energies on finding solutions to well-defined, critical business 
problems.

In this highly interactive keynote, innovation expert Stephen Shapiro will demon-
strate why traditional innovation approaches waste time and reduce yield. Enhance 
your innovation efforts with these ‘challenged-centered’ perspectives:

¹¹ Innovate where you differentiate
¹¹ Asking for ideas is a bad idea
¹¹ Don’t think outside the box, find a better box
¹¹ Expertise is the enemy of innovation 

 

Stephen Shapiro, Innovation Evangelist and Author, Best Practices Are Stupid  

Stephen Shapiro is one of the foremost authorities on innovation culture, 
collaboration, and open innovation.

During the past twenty years, his message to hundreds of thousands of people 
in over 40 countries around the world has focused on how to enable innovation 
by bringing together divergent points of view in an efficient manner.

Over the years, Stephen Shapiro has shared his innovative philosophy in books 
such as 24/7 Innovation, The Little Book of BIG Innovation Ideas and Goal-
Free Living. He led a 20,000 person process and innovation practice during 

his 15 year tenure with Accenture. And his Personality Poker system has been used by more than 50,000 
people around the world to create high-performing innovation teams.

His latest book, Best Practices Are Stupid: 40 Ways to Out Innovate the Competition, has been featured 
on ABC News, CBS Interactive’s BNET, Southwest Airline’s Spirit Magazine, Investor’s Business Daily, and 
more. It was selected as the best innovation and creativity book of 2011 by 800-CEO-READ. And it is an 
international #1 best selling business book.

His work has been featured in Newsweek, Entrepreneur Magazine, O-The Oprah Magazine, The Wall 
Street Journal, and The New York Times. His clients include Nike, Microsoft, Staples, GE, NASA, BP, 
Johnson & Johnson, The United States Air Force, Fidelity Investments, Pearson Education, Nestle, and 
Bristol-Myers Squibb.

General 
Session 

7:00 Breakfast

8:00 Keynote

Legends Ballroom

@SIGInsights
Please use this QR Code 

with your Smart Phone 

Code Reader to download 

the App!

sponsored by:
®

SUMMIT EVENT
APP HIGHLIGHTS

Summit Schedule
Calendar Functionality
Speaker Bios
Sponsor Listings
Photo Gallery
Live Twitter Access
Last Minute Alerts
Social Media Access

announcing
ALL SIG EVENTS IN ONE APP!

SUMMITS • SYMPOSIUMS  •  REGIONAL ROUNDTABLES

THE SIG EVENT APP

DOWNLOAD
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 1 Maximizing Scale, Flexibility And  
Effectiveness Within Bayer CropScience  
Procurement 
Bayer CropScience is a company steeped in a tradition of innovation, 
research and development. Following this framework, Procurement 
engaged with an external service partner with the goal of maximizing 
their scale, flexibility and effectiveness. In this session, the presenters 
will highlight progress to the steady state including the continuous 
improvement achieved, the quality control processes implemented and 
the simplified set of metrics that has formed the crux of an executive 
dashboard. The presenters will also discuss strategies for managing 
talent and maintaining a high level of motivation of both internal and 
service partner teams. Finally, the presenters will outline the key  
successes that this transformation has brought to the Procurement 
organization and how the transformation supports business growth in 
the immediate future.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ Best practices in the journey to the steady state phase of procurement 
transformation 
¹¹ How to implement process improvement metrics and an executive 
dashboard
¹¹ How to manage talent and motivate your internal and external teams

Presenters Bayer CropScience, Juergen Prenzel, VP, Procurement Services
GEP, Tunir Chatterjee, VP, Consulting

 2 Nissan And The Talent Supply Chain  
Revolution: Integrated Talent Management 
A total workforce approach sounds great in theory, but large companies 
everywhere are challenged by the realities of putting it into practice. 
This case study will follow global automotive manufacturer Nissan on a 
radical journey of aligning contingent labor management with full-time 
talent acquisition. Through the application of workforce planning with 
robust labor market insights Nissan has integrated its Managed Service 
Provider (MSP) and Recruiting Process Outsourcing (RPO) programs. 
This blended model enables management to address questions that 
span the usage of all talent categories for both near- and long-term 
business needs.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ How to transform your workforce solutions from tactical to strategic
¹¹ How to address the threat of critical skill shortage to  
organizational growth
¹¹ The market insights, processes, systems and proactive planning  
necessary to developing a holistic workforce strategy

Presenters Nissan Motor Company, Marlin Chapman, Director, Human Resources, 
Nissan North America
KellyOCG, Tim Dupree, VP, Global Talent Supply Chain Management, 
Centers of Excellence
Jennifer Spicher, VP, Contingent Workforce Outsourcing  Practice Lead, 
Americas

 3 Creating A (Not So) Risky Business:  
Mitigating Contingent Labor Compliance 
Challenges 
It’s not difficult to see why risk is often a top driver for formalizing the 
management of a contingent workforce program. A flexible workforce 
can make a company nimble and efficient, but also more susceptible to 
a myriad of risks related to co-employment, IP loss, worker misclassification, 
worker/product quality and poor supplier performance/compliance. In 
this session, attendees will learn how three leading companies view and 
address these risks while operating within the parameters of three very 
different industries.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ How to establish the importance of risk within a contingent workforce 
management (CWM) program’s lifecycle
¹¹ Ways to address classification issues with independent contractors
¹¹ How to balance risk with program efficiency and worker productivity
¹¹ Methods for developing a supplier strategy that reduces risk and 
maximizes performance

Presenters Cisco, Carey Pugh, Procurement Manager, Labor, Compliance & Risk, CSM
Salesforce, Chris Kelley, Contingent Labor Program Manager
WellPoint, Carolyn Stulz, Human Resources, Talent Acquisition Program 
Manager
Fieldglass, Brian Korsmeier, Account Manager

 4 Build A Better Procurement Organization By 
Leveraging Analytics: A Case Study 
The landscape of procurement is evolving. Procurement organizations 
are tasked with acting as an enterprise-wide bridge to own and drive 
value from data using advanced tools and techniques. However, this 
work has its challenges, including: identifying and staffing analytical 
talent and skills; keeping up with an ever-changing business  
environment; and maintaining confidence in the data that contribute 
to decision-making. As organizations seek innovative methods for 
conducting business in a more predictive and optimized manner, the 
development of in-house analytical capabilities has emerged as a  
competitive advantage. This presentation will provide an overview of 
how a large global financial services company integrated analytics 
within their procurement function in order to create a sustainable risk 
assessment strategy.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ Key components to a successful analytical program
¹¹ Strategies for gaining team and C-level buy-in
¹¹ An overview of analytical tools and the skills required to implement 
them
¹¹ Lessons learned from a large financial institution

Presenters T-Mobile, Bryan Fleming, VP
A.T. Kearney, Stacy Sifleet, Analytics Manager
Amy Still, Sr. Analytics Manager

Performance / 
Risk Management

9:30 - 10:20
Legends G

Lifecycle Phase:
Optimization

 
 

Talent / 
Organizational 
Development

9:30 - 10:20
Music Row 5

Lifecycle Phase:
Initiation

Sourcing
9:30 - 10:20
Legends E

Lifecycle Phase:
Steady State

Outsourcing
9:30 - 10:20
Legends F

Lifecycle Phase:
Optimization
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 5 How To Unlock Game Changing Tail-End 
Spend Savings: Leading Industry Analyst  
Commentary And Real World Examples 
Tail-end spend management receives increasing recognition as an 
impactful piece of the procurement puzzle. After all, most organizations 
are leaving tens of millions on the table. This is because 20% of most 
organizations’ suppliers account for 80% of total spend and, thus, 
receive the most attention. This leaves the ‘tail-end,’ the remaining 80% 
of the suppliers who account for 20% of spend, under-addressed. The 
presenters will discuss best practices for unlocking big tail-end spend 
savings, including recent research on the topic and business cases of 
real-world tail-end spend programs.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ A detailed definition of tail-end spend and the potential returns on 
effective management, supported by tier one industry-research 
¹¹ How to locate the many pockets of tail-end spend across your  
organization
¹¹ The best practices for working effectively with various stakeholders to 
bring tail-end spend under management
¹¹ How to identify the right people, processes and next generation 
technology to manage tail-end spend, generate impactful savings and 
continuously improve on returns

Presenters Everest Group, Saurabh Gupta, VP
Xchanging, Jason Evans, VP, Sales

 6 Organizing Chaos: Creating A Center-Led 
Procurement Organization Amidst  
Geographic And Cultural Diversity 
Veolia Environmental Services created a Center-led Strategic Sourcing 
department in August 2007. Over the tumultuous last seven years, 
these efforts have significantly reduced working capital and improved 
EBITDA. With over 300 unique locations within 4 divisions, it hasn’t all 
been easy. This session will present the bumps and bruises and lessons 
learned along the way.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ Strategies for increasing cash flow, reducing costs, and improving 
EBITDA
¹¹ How to engage with stakeholders in a culture of independent  
responsibility
¹¹ How to implement a new sourcing process, while successfully  
ramping up sourcing execution
¹¹ How to manage change across regions
¹¹ How to implement process change enabled by technology

Presenters Veolia Environmental Services, Roger Koehler, CPO
Denali Group, Conrad Snover, Partner

 7 Effective Supplier Risk Management:  
Lightening Up And Tightening Up 
Which is more important? Complying with regulatory requirements or 
becoming a valued business partner? If you can do both well and keep 
it simple but effective, supplier risk management will earn its rightful 
place as a business imperative. In this session, the presenters will discuss 
BMO Financial Group’s supplier risk management program (SRM) that 
incorporated best practices with strategic sourcing processes, which 
resulted in: optimizing resources to supplier risk  and spend; earning 
the respect and willing support of senior executive management, key 
business partners, Operational Risk Management  and Audit; and ef-
fectively managing large-scale change. BMO Financial Group’s ground 
breaking strategy, Supplier Portfolio Management, will be profiled 
including how analytics and SRM were leveraged to earn a “seat at the 
table.” 
 
YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ How to develop an effective and compliant supplier risk management 
program
¹¹ How supplier risk management transformed our relationship with key 
business partners
¹¹ How to manage complexity and keep it simple for the best results
¹¹ How automation is the key to managing workload and results

Presenters BMO Financial Group, Linda Tuck Chapman, CPO
Darryl Baltimore, Director, Enterprise Supplier Governance

 8 Preparing For Impact: The Effects Of The  
Affordable Care Act On Non-Employee  
Staffing 
A critical concern for the Staffing and Supplier Management community 
is the implementation of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) and its impact 
on big business. With rumors swirling of supplier rate increases and 
penalty fees for misclassification, many organizations working with  
staffing suppliers and managing non-employees have been left  
wondering what the true impact of the ACA will be and how best to  
prepare for it and mitigate risks. Join this session with Southwest Airlines 
to hear firsthand their research and recommendations on how to optimize 
supplier engagement in order to minimize the impact of the ACA and 
remain compliant with the new regulations. An employee benefits and 
healthcare expert from Aon Hewitt will review best practices, experi-
ences and insights and set the record straight about many of the most 
confusing rules and regulations surrounding the ACA.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ The impact of the ACA on staffing and the management of a  
non-employee workforce
¹¹ The questions to ask when engaging with staffing suppliers that are 
asking for higher rates due to the ACA
¹¹ The benefits of implementing a VMS with respect to healthcare reform

Presenters Southwest Airlines, Greg Muccio, Manager, People Department
Aon Hewitt,  David Sanders, VP, H&B Legal
Beeline, Jennifer Thibodeau, Product Manager
 

Sourcing
10:35 - 11:25
Legends E

Lifecycle Phase:
Steady State

Outsourcing
10:35 - 11:25
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 9 The JPMorgan Chase Approach: A Global 
Model For Multi-Vendor Facilities  
Management And Real Estate  
Management Outsourcing 
Please join this session as the presenters discuss JPMorgan Chase’s  
experience in taking a highly coordinated, multi-vendor global  
approach to what is typically region-based services. The presenters 
will provide insight into an efficient, cost-savings alternative to an often 
fragmented sourcing process.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ Challenges and benefits of taking a global approach to localized 
facilities management and real estate services
¹¹ Key success factors to global facilities management and real estate 
sourcing
¹¹ Effective strategies for simultaneously contracting with multiple vendors 
 
 

Presenters JPMorgan Chase, Debra Bell, Managing Director, Real Estate Operations
Mayer Brown, Paul Roy, Partner
Rohith George, Associate

 10 The Legal Eagle: Managing Legal Spend -  
Legal Operations Versus Strategic Sourcing 
Whether referring to in-house law departments or law firms, the law 
function has lagged considerably in the implementation of metrics or 
dashboards to monitor and manage operations and performance. 
However, early adopters are emerging and in this session, panelists 
will compare notes on how Sourcing, Procurement and Legal teams 
measure third party cost-effectiveness and performance. Panelists will 
discuss key performance metrics that their departments are using for 
their own benchmarking, and compare their own experiences with  
metrics for assessing the value, efficiency, and quality of services  
delivered by law firms, legal process outsourcing (LPO) providers, and 
other third party providers.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ Innovative models and law department structures to support evolving 
needs of the business
¹¹ Commonly used metrics for legal spend 
¹¹ The role of sourcing and operations in helping the Law Department 
manage Legal Services Providers
¹¹ Key takeaways, success stories and opportunities for improvement

Presenters BMO Financial Group, Linda Tuck Chapman, CPO
State Street, Ann Marie McLaughlin, VP, Legal Operations
Cindy Campo, Director of Professional Services Procurement
Mindcrest, Ganesh Natarajan, CEO

Sourcing
1:15 - 2:05
Legends E

Lifecycle Phase:
Initiation

Outsourcing
1:15 - 2:05
Legends F

Lifecycle Phase:
Steady State

Lunch and Featured Session
The Global Economy Redux: Trends to Watch

The global economy has been in a state of flux. Between economic recessions 
worldwide, the big deficit crisis, healthcare reform and U.S. banking issues and 
regulations, not much is certain. This compelling keynote presentation will address 
the current things that have kept you up at night, including the impact of world 
trade and trade flows in a global economy, the top five economic concerns, trends 
in Washington, world currencies and their impact on the U.S. Dollar, entitlement 
programs, the GDP and more.

 

Bill Fox, Director for Business and Economic Research, University of Tennessee 

Bill Fox is a Chancellor’s Professor, the William B. Stokely Distinguished 
Professor of Business and Director of the Center for Business and Economic 
Research at the University of Tennessee. He is a past President and recipient of 
the Steven D. Gold Award from the National Tax Association and former 
Chairman of the Economics Department at the University of Tennessee. He has 
held visiting appointments as Professor at the University of Hawaii, scholar at 
the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City, and Distinguished Fulbright Chair at 
the University of Frankfurt, Germany. Fox has served as a consultant in over 40 
countries and 15 U.S. states on a wide range of public policy issues. He holds 

a B.S. in Business Economics from Miami University and an M.A. and Ph.D. in Economics from The Ohio 
State University. 

General 
Session 

11:25 Lunch

and Keynote

Legends Ballroom
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 13 Kicking It Up A Notch: Taking eProcurement To 
The Next Level At Monsanto 
While the concepts of eProcurement and eSourcing are nearly two 
decades old, market adoption and real, meaningful usage of these 
solutions is still in a growth stage. In order to maximize the spend 
being negotiated and managed in the most effective manner, many 
companies - perhaps even your own company - are continuing to make 
strategic decisions about how to use eProcurement and eSourcing tools 
in conjunction with their ERP systems, catalog solutions and business 
networks. Join this session to hear how the team at Monsanto rapidly 
implemented their procure-to-pay and sourcing solutions, including 
integration with their ERP in order to gain maximum compliance and 
efficiency, and accelerate their journey to procurement excellence.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ Best practices for organizations to accelerate their journey to procure-
ment excellence
¹¹ How to maximize spend under management through effective use of 
Sourcing and Procure-to-Pay solutions
¹¹ How to improve contract compliance to prevent savings leakage and 
mitigate supply chain risk
¹¹ How to improve process collaboration and efficiency through seamless 
integration of business networks to ERP systems

Presenters Monsanto Company, Carlos Guzman, Global Strategic Sourcing & 
Procurement Operations Lead
Ariba, an SAP Company, Scott Sykes, VP, Global Solutions Marketing

 14 Benchmarking In A Multi-Vendor Environment 
With A Boeing Case Study 
Benchmarks deliver factual insight and transparency into business  
operations, identifying performance gaps and opportunities for 
improvement. This session will examine how benchmark analyses are 
essential to an effective outsourcing negotiation, contracting, and  
management strategy, specifically focusing on their role in today’s  
complex, multi-sourced environments. We will combine strategic and 
tactical perspectives and discuss how benchmarks enable an  
organization to align long-term operational goals and drive  
transformational change, and at the same time ensure that each 
individual contract within the provider portfolio conforms to market 
standards. Points addressed will include how benchmarks contribute to 
competitiveness of in-sourced and outsourced operations, leading-edge 
contracting practices, and ongoing operational efficiency.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ Traditional role/benefits of benchmarking
¹¹ Keys to effective benchmarks
¹¹ Strategic and tactical roles of benchmarking
¹¹ Benchmarks in a multi-vendor operating environment

Presenters Boeing, Lawrence Kane, Senior IT Leader
ISG, John Lytle, Principal Consultant

Sourcing
2:20 - 3:10
Legends E

Lifecycle Phase:
Steady State

Outsourcing
2:20 - 3:10
Legends F

Lifecycle Phase:
Steady State

 11 Batten Down The Hatches: Transitioning To 
Global Supplier Management 
During this presentation, Hatch, a major engineering, procurement and 
construction management company, will discuss its journey towards 
developing a “semi-globalized” procurement and supplier management 
model. This model enables suppliers to be managed globally but with 
formally differentiated capability and competitiveness ratings by  
geographical units. The presentation will focus on the following  
elements: the rationale for developing this semi-globalized model;  
the main steps and key challenges associated with implementation;  
and the benefits delivered.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ How to understand the business benefits of a globalized and  
semi-globalized supplier management model
¹¹ How to understand the key organizational, process and technology 
enablers of globalized supplier management 
¹¹ How to develop a roadmap plan and execute a successful migration 
from a traditional supplier management model to a semi-globalized 
model

Presenters Hatch, Marc Escande, Global Practice Director, Procurement
IBM, James Hartford, Manager of Best Practices, IBM Emptoris  
Professional Services

 12 Creating A Winning Playbook That Aligns  
Business, Finance And Strategic Sourcing 
Join this session to hear specific methods and approaches for deliv-
ering strategic value through corporate alignment. The presenter will 
outline critical success factors such as aligning the vision and direction 
of strategic sourcing to support the overall goals and objectives of the 
organization, as well as those of a particular business group. Another 
contributing factor to successful alignment is stakeholder management. 
The presenter will describe how to identify key stakeholders within a  
particular business unit and match them with sourcing talent. The 
presenter will also share their viewpoint on the importance of identifying 
key initiatives; agreeing on a pipeline of projects; understanding the 
financial challenges and restrictions that the department or business 
units face; and collaborating between finance and sourcing to sharpen 
alignment and ensure success.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ How to understand the businesses you support 
¹¹ How to become a trusted advisor 
¹¹ How to align your sourcing activity through thorough planning and 
collaboration
¹¹ How to become critical to your organization

Presenters Nationwide Insurance, Scott Lorenzen, AVP Strategic Sourcing
 

Performance / 
Risk Management

1:15 - 2:05
Legends G

Lifecycle Phase:
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 17 How To Train And Manage The (Elusive)  
Perfect Stakeholder 
You’ve been assigned a new commodity or service category to manage 
and/or support, one that has historically been out-of-scope for  
procurement, or where sourcing has never had any traction. How do 
you approach the business requirements and understand each  
stakeholder’s unique perspective? How do you identify the common 
stakeholder traits? And what can you do to work with each particular 
variation of the stakeholder genus? This session will address those questions 
and some of the common profiles for stakeholders, such as:  

“Supplier Sam“ - lives near, socializes with, or is related to one or more 
of their primary suppliers 

“No Metrics Merle“ - doesn’t require a scorecard, reporting, quality 
performance reviews (QPRs) or paperwork because he knows how the 
supplier is doing 

“Contract Cara“ - always in the midst of important contract negotiations 
(most often without procurement) and will let you know when they need you 

“Nervous Ned“ - can’t function without his primary suppliers.  They do 
all of the legwork, provide the data, and are irreplaceable in terms of 
goods, services and communications 

Join this session to learn how to categorize and manage your  
stakeholders most effectively.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ How to categorize your stakeholders
¹¹ How to develop strategies for communicating more effectively
¹¹ What styles work best with each stakeholder
¹¹ How to adapt and learn to be effective

Presenters Iron Mountain, Linda Behan, SVP and CPO
The Hackett Group, Geoff Peters, Principal

Sourcing
3:40 - 4:30
Legends E

Lifecycle Phase:
Optimization

 15 The Search For Excellence In Procurement 
Stakeholder Relationship Management 
In this session, the presenters will discuss how Google’s supplier  
sourcing team has been maturing from an “RFP shop” to a trusted  
business partner and advisor, achieving transformation through 
stakeholder engagement and business alignment. The sourcing team’s 
success is realized through an increased focus on stakeholder attribute 
mapping as well as the implementation of customer satisfaction reviews 
with platinum stakeholders in order to align with their strategic  
objectives while maintaining value for the company. The session is 
aimed at procurement professionals interested in procurement value, 
business relationship management and customer satisfaction.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ How to optimize business relationship management
¹¹ A proven method for transforming sourcing to a trusted business 
advisor
¹¹ How to increase your customer satisfaction
¹¹ How to perform and benefit from stakeholder attribute mapping

Presenters Google, David Natoff, Head Procure-to-Pay
Bernd Huber, Head Sourcing Center of Excellence

 16 Got Engagement? What You Don’t Know 
Could Be Costing You More  
This session will provide an overview of the importance of applying the 
Business Partner Engagement model throughout the sourcing lifecycle 
process in order to raise the value of Sourcing and create a greater im-
pact on Profit & Loss (P&L). The presenters will profile how this strategy 
is applied within their respective organizations to proactively engage 
stakeholders, drive meaningful conversations and provide a holistic view 
of supplier cost, risk and performance. In addition, tools and processes 
to address risk management and governance, such as supplier portfolio 
management, opportunity identification, and deal summaries for the 
Finance department will be profiled.  

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ How to shift away from being advisors to informed business partners
¹¹ How to transform and sustain stakeholder engagement throughout the 
entire sourcing life cycle
¹¹ The tools and processes for assessing suppliers cost, risk and  
performance 
 
 
 

Presenters BMO Financial Group, Pam Schott, Managing Director, Productivity 
Strategies
KeyBank, Adam Andolina, SVP, Category Manager, Corporate Services
Ann Inc., Raj Nath, Senior Director
Deloitte Consulting, Ryan Renner, Principal 
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 20 Procurement Transformation: Overcoming The 
Challenge Of Consensus Building With  
Connection, Collaboration And Creativity At 
Honda 
Whether you want to drive improvement in a specific category or  
innovation across your entire organization, collaboration hubs are  
essential to success. In this session you will hear how Honda, a world 
class organization known for collaboration and consensus building, 
successfully leveraged this approach to develop future state processes 
for their indirect procurement transformation program. Learn how the 
attendees themselves transformed along with the processes and the 
specific techniques used in the sessions to connect, collaborate and 
creatively tackle key open items to finalize the design. You will gain  
first-hand experience of the power of visualization and walk away with 
the key steps to promote holistic transformation design for your organization.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ How to build consensus for future state design with collaboration hubs
¹¹ Successful techniques for resolving tough design issues
¹¹ The value of networking and lasting impact of changing mindsets 
¹¹ How to drive faster results with increased buy-in and commitment

 

Presenters Honda of America Mfg., Monica Oliverio, Department Manager, Indirect 
Procurement & MRO 
Luke Davis, North America Project Leader, Procurement
EY, Herb Schul, Principal, Americas Procurement Transformation Leader 
Amy Burke, Senior Manager, Supply Chain Advisory

 
 

Talent / 
Organizational 
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 18 A Field Of Dreams: Building Shared Services 
In A Federated Culture By Leading With IT 
Procurement Successes 
In Japan, most companies are built using the concept of consensus. In 
fact, they even have a term for it: “nemawashi” which fundamentally 
means binding the roots together so they grow in one direction. Born 
out of a Japanese parent company, Tokio Marine Insurance experienced 
rapid growth, acquiring companies with largely autonomous cultures. 
So how did they build a field of dreams amidst radically differing  
cultures and capitalize on the synergies to be gained in a shared 
services IT organization? By demonstrating a compelling case for value 
through IT Procurement leadership. Learn how Tokio Marine North 
America and Alsbridge co-developed a program to drive procurement 
wins in key IT categories (hardware/software/network). Hear how Tokio 
Marine compelled internal business partners to opt-in to the shared  
services vision, and how these wins are freeing capital to self-fund 
strategic procurement initiatives.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ The challenges of capturing acquisitive synergies in a federated culture
¹¹ How to establish an irrefutable fact base through benchmarking 
¹¹ How to demonstrate IT procurement value by leveraging category 
expertise for Business Unit (BU) needs
¹¹ How success compels the BUs to opt-in, increasing value and  
enabling self-funding 

Presenters Tokio Marine Insurance, Andrew Peel, Chief Information Officer
Alsbridge, Paul Hardy, Managing Director 

 19 Caution Ahead: Navigating The  
Ever-Changing Third Party Regulatory Banking 
Requirements 
The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) has been setting 
the standards for managing third party risks for financial institutions for 
decades. With their newest bulletin, 2013-29, they have elevated the bar 
and explicitly stated, “A bank’s use of third parties does not diminish the 
responsibility of its BOD [Board of Directors] and senior management 
to ensure that the activity is performed in a safe and sound manner and 
in compliance with all laws.” Join Huntington and Hiperos as they break 
down this new bulletin into its component parts, defining the new or 
modified requirements and laying out a roadmap for how Huntington is 
enhancing its already robust third party management strategy to satisfy 
not only the OCC, but all related third party regulators.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ The meaning of the latest OCC directive on third party relationships 
¹¹ The relationships necessary to include in your program
¹¹ The key components of an optimized program designed to satisfy the 
regulators
¹¹ The changes Huntington implemented and how have they been 
received

Presenters Huntington National Bank, Debbie Manos-McHenry, Chief Sourcing Officer
Hiperos, Michele Flynn, Chief Strategy Officer

Outsourcing
3:40 - 4:30
Legends F

Lifecycle Phase:
Initiation

Performance / 
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3:40 - 4:30
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Lifecycle Phase:
Optimization
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Breakfast and Panel Session
Procurement 2030: A CPO Panel On Supplier Relationship 
Management Today...And Tomorrow

Expect the unexpected from a panel of experienced CPOs as they discuss what it 
takes to meet and exceed the expectations of the business, and to engage suppliers 
to solve real problems and add real business value. Danny Ertel of Vantage Partners 
will moderate the discussion, teeing up findings from Vantage’s latest SRM study and 
challenging our panelists for insights from their own experience. We will cover the 
following topics, among others:

¹¹ How do we knit together our SRM programs, our efforts to get closer 
to the business, and our category strategies, to produce coherent 
approaches to negotiating and managing relationships? 

¹¹ How do we influence stakeholder expectations about the roles we can 
play and the kinds of problems our best suppliers can help solve? 

¹¹ How do we measure value, above and beyond discounts and year- 
on-year savings?

 

Panel Moderator Danny Ertel, Partner, Vantage Partners 

Danny Ertel is a founding partner of Vantage Partners, where his practice 
focuses on negotiating and managing strategic relationships, in particular those 
involving complex and professional services. Danny has written four books, the 
latest of which is The Point of the Deal: How to Negotiate when Implementation 
Matters. Danny was previously a partner at Conflict Management, Inc., a 
senior researcher at the Harvard Negotiation Project, an attorney with 
Debevoise & Plimpton, and a clerk to the Hon. Justice Harry A. Blackmun of the 
U.S. Supreme Court.

Linda Tuck Chapman, CPO, BMO Financial Group 

Linda Tuck Chapman is Chief Procurement Officer, BMO Financial Group. 
Reporting to the Executive Vice President and Group Head, Technology and 
Operations, Linda and her team are responsible for: strategic sourcing, 
productivity strategies, accounts payable and fixed assets accounting, 
enterprise supplier governance, and source-to-comply infrastructure across the 
enterprise for $4 billion in annual spend. The goals for her group are to deliver 
the best value for money, improve the customer experience and protect the bank. 

General 
Session 

7:00 Breakfast

8:00 Keynote

Legends Ballroom

Mike Fath,  VP/CPO, Caesars Entertainment Corporation 

Mike has over 25 years of senior-level procurement and supply chain 
management experience in multiple industries including: Manufacturing, 
Transportation, Healthcare, Hospitality, Financial Services, and Energy. Prior to 
Caesars, Mike served as SVP of Procurement at First Group, the largest 
transport operator in the UK and North America. Before joining First Group, 
Mike was a consulting partner with KPMG / BearingPoint and prior to that with 
PRTM, where he launched the Strategic Procurement practice. In his 20 year 
consulting career, Mike’s area of focus has been the implementation of 
center-led procurement initiatives, across diverse operating units, regions and 

cultures. He has delivered complex long-term procurement transformation initiatives for global Fortune 100 
companies such as GE, P&G, Hyundai and Celanese. Mike has a Master of Business Administration, 
Purchasing and Operations Management from Michigan State University and earned his undergraduate 
degree from Capital University in Columbus, Ohio.

Brian Howell, Global Head of Procurement, Novartis Institutes for  
                        BioMedical Research

Since October 2011, Brian Howell has led the global sourcing and 
procurement function for the Novartis Institutes for BioMedical Research, the 
pharma discovery division of Novartis AG.  Covering $1 billion in external 
spend, NIBR Procurement serves its scientific and business stakeholders in the 
areas of scientific supplies, clinical outsourcing, research IT, construction and 
facility services, balancing the need for fiscal discipline with the necessary 
freedom to experiment and innovate.            
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 21 Saddling Up: Moving Beyond Transactional 
Processes To Harness The Strategic Value Of 
Partnerships 
This session will provide an overview of PwC buy-side’s strategy for 
outsourcing its Office Services operations. Learn how the PwC buy-side 
was able to bridge the gap between competitive cost pressures and the 
need to foster collaborative partnerships with suppliers to deliver step 
changing value creations to the business in a long-term and sustainable 
way. In addition, the session will discuss how PwC moved beyond a 
transactional relationship to be more strategic in nature and align with 
the overall business goals of the organization. Regardless of where your 
organization may be in the maturity spectrum of strategic sourcing and 
supplier relationship management (SRM), please join us as you will gain 
detailed insight on how PwC drove competitive advantage through their 
collaborative relationships.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ Best practices and a strategic approach to Office Services operations
¹¹ How to drive competitive advantage through collaborative  
relationships
¹¹ How to deliver innovation and savings through supplier relationship 
management

Presenters PwC (Buy-side), Martin O’Connor, Director, US Procurement
Helen Salov, Manager, Procurement
 
 

 22 Shifting The Sourcing Equation At Weight 
Watchers: A Healthy Way To Slim Down Cost 
Weight Watchers is the undisputed leader in weight management  
services. Over the years, their Supply Chain team has learned to do 
more with less. But in 2013, a need to improve the bottom line once 
again became apparent and it was time to rethink their sourcing  
equation. Learn how Weight Watchers streamlined the full concept-to- 
customer lifecycle of creating, trafficking, sourcing and purchasing printed 
materials with a combination of onsite and offsite resources. Plus, learn 
about their ongoing strategy to extend this new “sourcing utility” into 
other categories over time.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ Situation analysis: sourcing function at Weight Watchers
¹¹ Transformation: streamlining the Concept-to-Customer lifecycle
¹¹ Key tools: what changes have significantly shifted the business
¹¹ Going forward: what does strategic sourcing look like in 2025 for 
Weight Watchers

Presenters Weight Watchers, Mike Beall, Director, Supply Chain
LogicSource, Jonathan Dall, Chief Sales Officer

Sourcing
9:30 - 10:20
Legends E

Lifecycle Phase:
Initiation

Outsourcing
9:30 - 10:20
Legends F

Lifecycle Phase:
Optimization
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Mentioned in many items above, the Tech Lounge is available for 
you to relax, recharge and reconnect

Tech Lounge

We’ve got SIG pashminas available for loan at the registration 
desk to warm you up in the cool conference rooms

Pashminas

Practical and reusable, these bags hold all your conference items 
perfectly and will have a shelf life that outlives the Summit

Delegate
Bags

Never leave home without it—SIG Summit App with all Resource 
Guide information available for download to your smart phone 
or device

Each day we’ve factored in breaks so you’ll have plenty of time 
to grab a snack, network with delegates and check your email

Missed a session you really wanted to attend? Flash drives are 
loaded with all presentation decks and given to each delegate 
at registration

Need to check in with the office? Free WiFi available to our 
delegates in the Tech Lounge

Running out of juice? We can power up devices of all kinds in 
the Tech Lounge

Having a hard time reading the small print? We have an 
assortment of reading glasses for eyes of all ages

Apples available in Tech Lounge; chocolate and energy bars 
available at registration desk for a quick pick-me-up

Agenda App

Coffee Breaks 
& Tech Checks

Flash Drives

Internet
Connection

Laptop &
Phone Chargers

Reading
Glasses

Snacks &
Energy

Need to print your boarding pass? We have a printer available 
for light use in the Tech LoungePrinter

summit amenities
Making Your Summit Experience Complete
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 23 The Art And Science Of Vendor Risk  
Management: Crafting A Sustainable Program 
Many companies have established formal vendor risk management  
programs as a response to external market conditions, regulatory 
requirements, and/or internal priorities. The challenge now is to take 
those foundling initiatives to the next level. In this session, Charles 
Schwab will share their journey to the next level of maturity in vendor 
risk management. Companies challenged to improve their programs 
will learn how to: work across the organization to clarify roles and 
responsibilities and gain key stakeholder support; incorporate risk 
activities into efficient strategic sourcing processes; and set priorities to 
get to the next level.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ How to build objectivity and consistency into risk assessment processes
¹¹ Why achieving the right level of business and risk partner engagement 
is essential
¹¹ The value of integrating vendor risk management activities to gain 
efficiencies and add value
¹¹ The importance of a holistic technology strategy

Presenters Charles Schwab, Linda Quong, Head of Corporate Vendor Management
KPMG, Patti Muldowney, Principal, Strategy & Operations
 

 24 Why And How Gap Is Building A Strategy 
Group To Support Sourcing 
There can be many reasons for ineffective and inefficient strategic 
sourcing, including a lack of focus, resources, training or centralized 
decision making. Additionally, we often end up buried in transactional 
tasks, neglecting the more vital work of value proposition. Gap is doing 
something about this familiar challenge. Our mission is to provide the 
resources, tools, and support necessary to maximize the value and  
impact of the Strategic Sourcing Group. Come learn about our  
investment in a team that directly addresses these common issues. We 
will discuss our approach to enhancing our capabilities and explore our 
critical success factors.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ Why build it? Review the issues at hand, plus the justification for  
Strategy as a possible solution
¹¹ How to sell it? Points to consider when building a business case for 
this function
¹¹ What will it do? What have we identified as our key priorities for the 
next 3 years
¹¹ How to measure it? What are our key metrics and measurements, 
both for ourselves, but more importantly the Sourcing Organization

Presenters Gap, Cory Robertson, Director of Strategy & Capabilities, Strategic 
Sourcing

 25 Structure For Success: Embedding A Strategic 
Sourcing Discipline For The Long Term 
Procurement organizations spend significant time and resources  
structuring robust strategic sourcing processes that are designed to 
drive material savings and improve supplier performance. Often times, 
though, the best laid plans fall short during execution for reasons as 
wide ranging as lack of tools, resources, rigor and oversight. What 
can best-in-class companies do to ensure continuous, successful 
performance? What are the guiding principles that underpin long-term 
performance? What are the critical tools and resources that will improve 
chances for success? This presentation will discuss best practices to 
consider when structuring a world class strategic sourcing process - one 
that ensures long term success through both hard and soft benefits for 
the organization.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ Challenges faced by leadership in embedding a successful, ongoing 
strategic sourcing process
¹¹ Guiding principles for successful process design and implementation
¹¹ Alternative tools and resources that drive improved process  
performance 
¹¹ Lessons learned and key takeaways from the trenches

Presenters Ingredion, Alejandro Gusis, Director, Global Procurement
The Smart Cube, Mark Bjedov, Managing Director

 

 26 Slash And Burn: Cutting 25% Of Your Costs 
Through Managed Services 
Philips was tasked with saving costs while supporting operational 
services in the business. Their scope included: a PC Support Call Center 
and Service Desk; seventeen business applications; and infrastructure  
support and monitoring for the network, Windows, and security ser-
vices. By transitioning from Staff Augmentation to Managed Services 
and using Service Level Agreements (SLAs), Philips achieved both higher 
levels of service from their providers and 25% savings in five years over 
existing costs. Join this session for some tricks of the trade on cutting 
costs through Managed Services.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ How Philips achieved 25% savings in five years and higher levels of 
service
¹¹ How an innovative approach for transition contributed to success 
during the riskiest part of the project
¹¹ How incremental costs were avoided during the transition

 
 

Presenters Philips, Dan Joyce, Director, Global Technology Operations & Sustaining 
Engineering
Virtusa, Naushad Kapasi, Director, Client Services
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Lunch and Procurement Study
The Procurement Value Index: An Insider’s View

HfS Research and SIG partnered in February 2014 to launch a semi-annual  
procurement benchmarking study, the Procurement Value IndexTM. Procurement 
organizations continue to feel pressure to deliver more strategic categories across a 
widening array of geographies, while responding to increasingly demanding levels 
of performance and insight. Consequently, many organizations have considered 
leveraging outside services from consultants and outsourcers to advance their  
capabilities, in addition to investing in new technology tools and platforms. This 
study provides benchmarks, from a broad range of procurement and operations 

professionals, that measure the mix of procurement talent, technology, services and process capability to 
assess the performance gaps across procurement disciplines.  In this keynote session, HfS and SIG will 
share the results of the inaugural study, including:

¹¹  The most important issues impacting the success of current procurement strategies
¹¹  The progress procurement organizations have made in meeting their goals
¹¹  The use and effectiveness of technology in procurement strategies
¹¹  The greatest opportunities procurement organizations face 
¹¹  Experiences related to outsourcing services 

Moderated by Dawn Evans, President & CEO, SIG

Phil Fersht, CEO, HfS Research 

In early 2010, Phil Fersht founded HfS Research which has become the leading analyst authority for global 
business services. He is the author and creator of the acclaimed blog for the 
global services industry, “Horses for Sources,” with over a million visits a year 
globally, in addition to hundreds of reports and articles. Fersht was named 
“Analyst of the Year 2011” by the Institute of Industry Analyst Relations (IIAR), 
winning the premier analyst award for a second successive year - the most 
coveted global award for industry analysts in technology and services. During 
his 18-year career, Phil Fersht  worked at AMR Research (Gartner Inc.), leading 
the firm’s BPO and IT Services practices and served as market leader for Deloitte 
Consulting’s BPO Advisory Services.

Charles Sutherland, EVP Research, HfS Research 

Charles Sutherland is EVP Research at HfS, where he oversees the research agenda, while leading the firm’s 
coverage for supply chain, procurement and mortgage services.  He also covers 
BPO service provider strategies and how automation and SMAC (Social, Mobility, 
Analytics and Cloud) are creating value for buyers and new sources of growth for the 
BPO marketplace. Charles has been in the BPO marketplace for more than 12 years 
including roles as the Managing Director, Growth & Strategy for Accenture’s multi-bil-
lion dollar BPO Growth Platform.  In these roles he has had a breadth of experience 
in thought leadership, strategy development, acquisitions, business development and 
long term investment planning in BPO.

thursday
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 27 A Public Sector Outsourcing Case Study: The 
State Of Tennessee’s Journey 
Attendees will hear how the State of Tennessee Central Procurement 
Office has approached complex operational issues through innovative 
procurement solutions. This has included outsourcing functions that 
had been performed in house by state employees for decades. Expect 
to hear real life examples of categories that have been successfully 
outsourced, resulting in improved customer service and significant  
recurring cost savings to the taxpayers in Tennessee. Impactful examples 
of public/private sector partnerships will be shared with an emphasis on 
applying industry best practices to public sector challenges. Hear about 
a diverse group of categories, including: facilities management, inmate 
healthcare, contingent staffing, dispatch fleet and vehicle maintenance.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ The unique challenges the public sector faces
¹¹ Our lessons learned
¹¹ Best practices in stakeholder communications including employees, 
vendors, public and legislators
¹¹ How to create cost savings

Presenters State of Tennessee, Central Procurement Office, Michael Perry, CPO

 28 David And Goliath: How Big Corporations Do 
Deals With Small Social Media Companies 
Conventional deal structures do not always work when large  
mainstream corporations engage with small social media companies. 
To go-live you need to go smart. Big companies need to understand the 
different business processes of small companies, and vice versa. Process 
awareness and comprehension between the parties generally does not 
happen easily or automatically. Success is better achieved when main-
stream companies grab the proverbial bull by the horns and engineer it. 
When a digital business unit sits atop individual business lines, internal 
business process must be calibrated. In addition to cost savings, success 
is measured by reputation. Social media projects will not work without 
training employees to avoid inadvertent but expensive regulatory violations. 
Legal documents need to enable, not delay. Please join these two expe-
rienced speakers as they discuss the keys to a successful engagement 
with smaller social media firms.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ Big Data needs to be big intelligence
¹¹ Why unconventional solicitation and procurement methods must be 
used and how
¹¹ Why success requires implementing social media as part of a larger 
digital business strategy

Presenters Dentons, Ross Docksey, Partner
Kaye Scholer, Bill Tanenbaum, Head, Outsourcing 
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 31 Taming the Beast: Using Channel Strategies To 
Reduce Processing Complexity And Increase 
Control 
Learn how a well-designed Source-to-Settle Channel Strategy can 
reduce overall processing costs while improving control. This session 
is designed for CPOs and Sourcing leaders who want to drive down 
source-to-settle processing costs without sacrificing their control  
environment or introducing unacceptable risks. The presenters will 
define processing channels, outline the components of an effective 
strategy and describe techniques to drive more transactions to the 
optimal channels.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ The definition of processing channels and a channel strategy
¹¹ How the mix of channels impacts complexity and control
¹¹ How to optimize channels and encourage the “right” behavior
¹¹ The role of continuous improvement and streamlining

 
 

Presenters Visa, Clyde Dornier, VP
Paul Fischer, Sr. Director 
 

 32 “You Don’t Know Jack.” Outlook And Insights 
With Industry Visionary Jack Miles 
Times have changed. Everyone is mobile. The cloud is here to stay. The 
world of procurement is going through a transformation like never  
before. Yet in today’s anemic world economy the pressure has never 
been higher to reduce company spend. Age old problems remain such 
as how to drive more compliance, increase visibility into spend and  
reduce costs. In this session we will interview a former CPO and  
Secretary of State for Florida’s Department of Managed Services who 
will share his first-hand knowledge and insights.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ How to rethink your procurement strategies to leverage the “cloud”
¹¹ How to establish and exceed expectations with your CFO and  
executive management 
¹¹ Best practices for change management in a global organization

 

Presenters SIG, Dawn Evans, President & CEO
Coupa, Jerry Ellis, Regional VP Sales South Region
Jack Miles, Former Secretary, State of Florida Department of Management 
Services
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 29 Play It Again SAM: Software Asset Management - 
A Global Procurement Imperative 
The goal of any software asset management (SAM) or software license 
management program is to optimize a company’s spend on third 
party software, and to ensure license compliance with the underlying 
contracts. This presentation not only showcases the advantages of 
rooting such programs within a global procurement organization, but 
also makes the case that best-in-class procurement groups must have 
the competencies associated with software asset management. CIOs, 
CPOs, IT staff, and sourcing professionals should attend this session. 
They will take away a full understanding of what SAM is, why it is critical to 
both IT and Procurement organizations and how to go about increasing 
their own company’s maturity in this discipline. This session will highlight 
Iron Mountain’s innovative approach and success achieved with their 
SAM program, which has reduced financial and reputational risk and 
exposure as well as optimized current inventory of software assets globally 
by aligning entitlement rights with use and deployment.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ How to level-set with SAM
¹¹ How to mitigate financial, legal, and reputational risk associated  
with SAM
¹¹ The business case for sponsorship, leadership and staffing of global 
procurement for SAM
¹¹ The implications to sourcing and technology strategies

Presenters Iron Mountain, Linda Behan, SVP/CPO
Robert Stepansky, Director 
 

 30 Strategies And Trends For Future-Proofing Your 
Workforce 
Globalization, technological advances, new sourcing innovations and 
strategic talent acquisition will shape the workforce market of tomorrow 
and the ways in which people look for and secure their next role. In this 
session we will: explore these issues and their consequences; discuss 
what a typical workforce will look like in the years to come; and share 
our thoughts on the ongoing debate as to who should own the  
contingent workforce, HR or procurement. We will also provide insights 
to help your organization leverage emerging trends for successful 
recruiting so you can future-proof your workforce.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ How to give your company a competitive advantage through talent 
acquisition
¹¹ How to lead through innovation
¹¹ What the workforce may look like in the upcoming years

 

Presenters Allegis Group Services, Bruce Morton, Head of Innovation
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 35 Agile Development: Why Nearshore Does It 
Better 
When you hear nearshore, you probably think of its well-known  
advantages: similar time zone, geographical proximity and cultural  
affinity. But how do these advantages really impact business results? 
Agile development is an example of how nearshore can translate  
cultural affinity into creativity and innovation, similar time zone into 
visibility and geographical proximity into cost reduction. Agile is an 
approach that reduces development cost and risk, improves quality and 
enhances satisfaction by better meeting customer needs and expectations. 
By its very nature, Agile tends to encourage the nearshore model...learn 
why and how in this session.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ The unique advantages of implementing an agile approach using a 
nearshore delivery model
¹¹ Agile development methodologies and best practices
¹¹ How agile development fosters innovation and creativity

Presenters Nearshore Executive Alliance: 
iTexico, Anurag Kumar, CEO
Ci&T, Bruno Guiçardi, President, North America
TIMIT Solutions, Tim Montgomery, President & CEO
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 33 Value-Based Project Delivery: Minimize Cost 
By Leveraging Expertise - An Outsourcing Next 
Practice 
Learn how to implement value-creation tools in your project delivery 
methods from RFP/Solicitation development all the way through Project 
Close Out. The tools and techniques include proponent training, 
selection methodologies, an innovative contract and risk management 
framework and performance management. The process has been rigor-
ously tested by Arizona State University in delivering all types of projects, 
goods, and services including IT, healthcare, design/construction, business 
services and more. Professionals in procurement, project management, 
finance, legal, and executive roles will benefit from this session. Attendees 
will learn new ways to think, how to minimize cost and risk and tools that 
you can apply tomorrow.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ How to minimize cost and increase value through value-based project 
delivery
¹¹ How to manage risk through expert project delivery
¹¹ How to implement comprehensive performance management for the 
entire project team

Presenters Arizona State University, Jeff Sawyer, Project Coordinator
John Savicky, Senior Project Manager 
 

 34 Procurement As A Critical Resource: Creating 
Value Through Private Equity Portfolio  
Management 
Organizations have become more challenged in recent years to 
increase investment returns through value creation instead of relying 
on financial engineering or multiple expansion, and private equity firms 
are no exception. As a result, over the past 5-10 years, many firms 
have developed new operating teams to drive best practices across the 
portfolio to improve operations. Procurement has become a key driver 
for accelerating cost savings and growing earnings in order to help 
maximize equity returns. Find out how Sourcing and Supply Chain have 
entered the exciting world of private equity by leveraging processes and 
supplier relationships across dozens of companies within a portfolio. 
Learn about Procurement’s new role enabling greater fiscal discipline 
and enhanced operations by supporting investment due diligence,  
100-day plans and ongoing operations.

YOU WILL LEARN:

¹¹ An overview of the private equity industry
¹¹ The new role of the private equity procurement executive 
¹¹ How to efficiently impact dozens of companies through a leveraged 
procurement model

Presenters Welsh, Carson, Anderson & Stowe, Jeff Gallant, Senior Operating  
Executive
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AArete is an operations strategy consulting firm with offices in Chicago, 
New York, and Los Angeles. AArete specializes in non-salary cost 
reduction, assisting businesses in improving profits rapidly via advanced 

data analytics, proven methodologies, and a proprietary intellectual repository, the Knowledge 
Management Center. AArete offers a variety of specialized services including cash acceleration, 
carbon measurement and management, and industry specific services. AArete’s highly credentialed 
professionals bring over 25 years of Fortune 500 expertise to their clients. AArete’s cost management 
focus has created tremendous savings for clients when they need it most, in uncertain economic times. 
Come see what AArete can save your business today. For more information, please contact:  
info@aarete.com or www.aarete.com.

®

Allegis Group Services® Inc. is founded on a culture that is passionate 
about transforming the way the world acquires talent by delivering 
client-focused solutions that make a difference for businesses worldwide. 
Whether you are seeking to refine how you build and manage your 

contingent workforce or want to strengthen your employer brand to attract top talent to permanent 
positions, our scalable, flexible and integrated solutions drive the business results you’re after. As an 
industry leader, we draw upon decades of experience to design innovative tools, products and 
processes. We look beyond best practices to competitive practices that position organizations for 
growth. And we deliver the insight and understanding needed to succeed in today’s global  
marketplace.  For more information, visit www.allegisgroupservices.com.

BENCHMARKING - SOURCING - TRANSFORMATION

Alsbridge provides data-driven sourcing advisory and benchmark-
ing services for IT, finance and sourcing executives. With over 150 
consultants globally, we’ve helped hundreds of companies reduce 

costs and get more value from their vendors by leveraging our proprietary tools and information 
databases. Alsbridge clients utilize the most cost-effective sources for IT infrastructure services, network 
carrier services, hardware, software, application support and development, business processes and 
cloud services. Alsbridge was ranked the #1 outsourcing advisor in 2011 and is a distinguished 
member of the 2010 Inc. 500 fastest growing privately held companies in America. For more 
information email info@alsbridge.com or call 214-696-6410.

Ariba, Inc. is the leading provider of 
collaborative business commerce solutions. 
Ariba combines industry-leading technology 

with the world’s largest web-based trading community to help companies discover, connect, and 
collaborate with a global network of partners - all in a cloud-based environment. Using the Ariba 
Commerce Cloud, businesses of all sizes can buy, manage cash, and sell more efficiently and 
effectively. More than 730,000 companies around the globe use the Ariba Commerce Cloud to 
simplify inter-enterprise commerce and enhance results.For more information, visit www.ariba.com.

events
O P E N I N G  D O O R S  W O R L D W I D E

SIG opens doors all over the 
world for members and buy-
side non-members to meet 
local colleagues, understand 
the implications of doing 
business in other locations 
and get the latest in thought 
leadership. Our events offer 
a fresh perspective and a 
non-commercial venue for 
networking and best practice 
sharing.

SIG Global Summits are a reflection of our
membership, as these are the only events per year
where we bring all members together. Although the
content is geared towards sourcing and outsourcing
executives, best practices are shared that affect
cross-functional teams in Finance, IT, HR, Legal, 
Marketing, Supply Chain Management, Operations 
and more.

SIG Symposiums offer a one-day format filled with 
executive networking, industry benchmarking and 
lessons learned from executive buy-side presentations, 
concurrent workshops, buy-side peer-to-peer  
discussions and learning centers in cities around the 
globe.

SIG Regional Roundtables are single-sponsored
intimate gatherings that provide education and local 
networking in cities around North America for members 
and invited non-member buy-side companies.

SIG Webinars are a platform for sharing thought
leadership globally in a one-hour format. Webinar 
content is provided by the sponsor, but SIG hosts, 
facilitates and advertises the event to ensure a 
wide-reaching audience.

SIG University is offered in select North American 
cities in a one-day classroom environment allowing 
buy-side attendees of all levels to meet training 
requirements while earning continuing education 
credits (CECs).

SIG Town Hall Teleconferences bring a small
group of buy-side attendees together for a facilitated 
virtual discussion on specific top-of-mind issues.

global
  sourcing
 summit
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 A.T. Kearney is a global team of forward-thinking partners that 
delivers immediate impact and growing advantage for our clients. 
We are passionate problem solvers who excel in collaborating 

across borders to co-create and realize elegantly simple, practical, and sustainable results. A.T. 
Kearney Procurement & Analytic Solutions Practice provides comprehensive, strategic, and innovative 
solutions to clients seeking to get maximum value and efficiency out of their procurement and supply 
management organizations, as well as a how the application of advanced analytics and collaboration 
technology can provide a competitive advantage for these functions and other business units.    
A.T. Kearney has 58 offices located in major business centers across 40 countries. 
For more information, visit  www.atkearneyPAS.com or call (877) 5-ATKPAS.

Baker & McKenzie advises on sourcing transactions and issues 
worldwide through 70 offices. Consistently ranked number 1 globally, 
our team of sourcing and technology lawyers works with clients and 

their advisors from the early stages of transactions, focusing on transformational technology-enabled 
transactions involving system acquisitions, information technology and business process outsourcing, 
managed telecommunications arrangements, custom software development and distribution agreements, 
and professional service agreements. As pioneers, our lawyers are uniquely sensitive to differences in 
culture, language, and business relationships, as well as the increasingly complex privacy, tax and other 
legal compliance issues that affect sourcing globally.  For more information, visit  
www.bakermckenzie.com/outsourcing or globaloutsourcing@bakermckenzie.com. 

Beeline  helps leading enterprises manage their flexible workforce, including 
contractors, contingent, and project-based labor spend. Beeline Vendor 
Management System (VMS) is the only platform offering a single Software-as-
a-Service solution for your entire non-employee workforce. Each Beeline 

solution leverages the powerful technology of the VMS including practical and sophisticated analytics, flexible 
workflow engine and system configuration, data security, and seamless integrations. Gain in-depth analysis of 
your cost, savings, operations, supplier performance, and other program metrics. Our ever-expanding global 
network of local knowledge provides cutting-edge technology, service-driven people and industry expertise to 
partner with you anywhere in the world.  For more information on Beeline, visit www.beeline.com.

Based in New York City, Canon Business Process Services, Inc. 
(CBPS)  is a leading provider of managed services and technology 
that enable organizations to improve operational efficiency while 

reducing risk and cost. Experts apply quality management principles and tools such as Six Sigma to 
advance performance to a higher level. The company’s services include BPO, accounts payable 
services, imaging, records management, print, mail and eDiscovery. Canon Business Process 
Services, a subsidiary of Canon U.S.A., Inc., is also an IAOP Global Outsourcing 100 Leader in 
2014 for the eighth consecutive year. For more information visit www.cbps.canon.com or email 
us at cbps-info@cbps.canon.com.
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assess  |  source  |  govern  |  transform

 u IT INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES

 u HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

 u APPLICATION SERVICES

 u BUSINESS PROCESSES

 u CLOUD SERVICES

 u NEXT-GEN NETWORKS

www.alsbridge.com ◆ info@alsbridge.com ◆ 214-696-6410

movIng BusIness forWarD
By Delivering Results and Amplifying Return on Investment and Business Value. 

$11B+ USD in Enterprise Spend Annually Across Categories.

350,000+ Real-Time Data Points Create Informed Market Insights.

>40% of Fortune 500 Companies Engage Alsbridge as a Trusted Advisor.
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Partner with an Acknowledged Leader  
to Achieve Operational Excellence

Canon Business Process Services  
provides Business Process Outsourcing 
(BPO) services and enabling technology 
to leading companies in a wide range  
of industries. Our 5,000 associates  
help companies achieve operational 
excellence in their business processes  
to realize significant savings. 

In recognition of our success,  
Canon has been named a Global  
Outsourcing Leader by the IAOP  
for eight consecutive years.  

OUR BPO APPROACH 
+     Continuous process improvement 

through lean Six Sigma 
+    Process enhancement technology  

and solutions 
+    Flexible delivery: on-site, off-site,  

and off-shore 

BPO SERVICES 
+  Accounts Payable Outsourcing 
+  Credit Transaction Processing 
+  Student Financial Aid Processing 
+  Insurance Claims Processing 
+  eDiscovery and Litigation Support 

DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT  
SERVICES 
+  Imaging and Data Conversion 
+  Records Management 
+   Enterprise Print Management 
+   Mail, Shipping & Receiving
+  Office Administrative Services 

Call 1-888-623-2668 to speak to a service line 
specialist or visit www.cbps.canon.com today.  

Advancing Business Performance to a Higher Level 

 
With more than 130,000 people in 44 countries, 
Capgemini is one of the world’s foremost providers of 
consulting, technology and outsourcing services. The Group 
reported 2012 global revenues of EUR 10.3 billion. Together 

with its clients, Capgemini creates and delivers business and technology solutions that fit their 
needs and drive the results they want. A deeply multicultural organization, Capgemini has 
developed its own way of working, the Collaborative Business ExperienceTM, and draws on 
Rightshore®, its worldwide delivery model.  Learn more about us at www.capgemini.com.

CBRE is the world’s premier, full-service real estate services company. 
Operating globally, the firm holds a leadership position in virtually all 
of the world’s key business centers. This volume creates market 
knowledge that allows us to seize opportunities, speed the business 

process and create the most thorough, precisely accurate picture of global commercial real estate 
conditions and trends. Our mission is to deliver superior results for stakeholders by: putting the client 
first, always; collaborating across markets and services lines; thinking innovatively, but acting 
practically; and providing a rewarding work environment. For more, go to www.cbre.com.

Founded in 2006, Coupa Software is the fastest-growing 
provider of cloud-based spend optimization software. More 
than 350 customers in 40 countries use Coupa purchasing 
and procurement software to amplify their spend power and 

reduce spending costs up to 11 percent. Only Coupa provides a true cloud procurement 
application that enables customers to launch the solution rapidly and quickly realize significant 
savings. For more information, visit www.coupa.com or call  650.931.3200. Read more at our 
company blog, Making Cents, or follow @Coupa on Twitter.

Denali Group collaborates with supply chain and procurement 
professionals to deliver more value, faster and more efficiently. Denali 
Group’s innovative solutions help Global 1000 companies transform 
organizational capabilities, improve execution efficiencies, increase 

spend under management, and accelerate time to savings. Founded in 1996, Denali Group services 
include: Denali Consulting - Procurement transformation and supply chain optimization; Denali Sourcing 
Services - Managed sourcing execution and procurement outsourcing; Denali Intelligence - Subscription 
and custom supply market intelligence; and Denali Recruiting & Staffing - Supply chain recruiting and 
staffing. For more information on Denali Group services, visit http://denaliusa.com or call 
888-824-8866.
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Dentons is a global leader in strategic sourcing, outsourcing, and 
technology contracting with two decades of experience advising clients in 
connection with complex sourcing transactions. More than 30 Dentons 
sourcing lawyers serve clients from 60 offices across the US, Europe, the 

Middle East, Russia and the CIS, Asia Pacific and Africa. We are a top 25 legal services provider by 
lawyers and professionals worldwide. Dentons offers its clients premier service and a disciplined focus to 
meet evolving needs in eight key industry sectors: Energy, Transport and Infrastructure; Financial Institutions 
and Funds; Government; Health and Life Sciences; Insurance; Manufacturing; Real Estate, Retail and 
Hotels; and Technology, Media and Telecommunications. For more information, visit dentons.com.  

 
Supply chain optimization is no longer just about cutting costs. Now procurement 
executives are under increasing pressure to find new ways to streamline the process. 
Expectations are high. At EY, our supply chain consultants challenge conventional 
methods and bring a holistic approach to supply chain management, starting with 
strategic input at a broader level. From there, we work with you to make changes that 

will yield the efficiencies you seek and optimize performance — not just for months or quarters, but for 
years to come.  What makes us different is that we see things differently. You will, too.   For more 
information, visit  www.ey.com.

EXL Service (NASDAQ: EXLS)  is a leading business process solutions 
company that looks deeper to drive business impact through integrated 
services and industry knowledge. EXL provides operations management, 
decision analytics and technology platforms to organizations in insurance, 

healthcare, banking and financial services, utilities, travel, and transportation and logistics, among 
others. We work as a strategic partner to help our clients streamline business operations, improve 
corporate finance, manage compliance, create new channels for growth and better adapt to 
change. Headquartered in New York and in business since 1999, EXL has more than 21,000 
professionals in locations throughout the U.S., Europe and Asia.   For more information,  
visit  www.exlservice.com.

Fieldglass provides the leading SaaS Vendor Managed System (VMS) 
platform to procure and manage all areas of services procurement 
including contingent workers, services such as Statement of Work 
(SOW) projects, independent contractors, and specialized talent pools. 

The highly-configurable product suite provides transparency into the workforce and helps 
companies optimize program performance and make strategic labor decisions. Backed by proven 
experience and the industry’s largest customer base, Fieldglass serves Global 2000 firms in nearly 
70 countries. Customers such as Johnson & Johnson, Monsanto, Rio Tinto, salesforce.com and 
GlaxoSmithKline realize greater efficiencies, control spend, improve quality and enforce 
compliance. For more information, visit www.fieldglass.com.
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Firstsource is an innovative provider of customer-centric business 
process services. With a network of 47 delivery centers spread across 
US, UK, Philippines, India and Sri Lanka, Firstsource provides consulting 
services with outsourcing solutions to organizations in the Healthcare, 

Communication, Publishing, Banking, Financial Services and Insurance industries. The company’s 
services – Customer Management, Data Processing and Collections – complemented with 
best-of-breed processes, intellectual property (IP) assets, and quality of service help clients not only 
improve customer satisfaction but also reduce operational costs, record process improvements and 
more importantly focus on core competencies.  For more information, visit www.firstsource.com.

GEP is a diverse, creative team of people passionate about 
procurement. We invest ourselves entirely in our client’s 
success, creating strong collaborative relationships that deliver 

extraordinary value year after year. We deliver practical, effective procurement services and 
technology that enable procurement leaders to maximize their impact on business operations, 
strategy and financial performance. Named a category leader in procurement outsourcing by the 
Black Book of Outsourcing, a Star Performer in Everest Group’s Peak Matrix of service providers, 
and to the Supply & Demand Chain Executive 100 for seven years, GEP is also ranked as one of 
the Fastest Growing Technology Companies in Deloitte’s Technology Fast 500. Clark, NJ-based 
GEP has eight offices and operations in North and South America, Europe and Asia. For more 
information, visit  www.gep.com.

The Hackett Group (NASDAQ: HCKT), a global strategic business 
advisory and operations improvement consulting firm, is a leader in 
best practice advisory, business benchmarking, and transformation 

consulting services including strategy and operations, working capital management, and globalization 
advice. Utilizing best practices and implementation insights from more than 8,400 benchmarking studies, 
executives use The Hackett Group’s empirically-based approach to quickly define and implement 
initiatives that enable world-class performance.  For more information, visit www.thehackettgroup.com 
or contact us at  (770) 225-7300.

HCMWorks helps achieve greater control over indirect spend to gain a 
competitive advantage in their industry and achieve dramatic savings. 
Our proprietary 4-step V2H methodology (vertical to horizontal spend plan) 
provides a substantial reduction in indirect operation costs through  
transactional visibility, economies of scale, access to economical labor sources 

and assortment of quality suppliers. Indirect procurement outsourcing reduces business risks and  
costs - ultimately delivering a maximized supply ROI. HCMWorks can design a program that offloads 
transactional management and augments strategic direction.  For more information,  
visit www.hcmworks.com or contact us at 866-547-1645.
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Hiperos is the leader in Third Party Management software.  The 
company’s flagship product, Hiperos 3PM™, is the only solution that is 
purpose-built to minimize the risks of using third parties while maximizing 

their value. Implemented by global 500 businesses and consortiums to address their expanding third party 
management requirements, Hiperos 3PM is the most widely used SaaS-based solution.   The winner of 
industry awards and accolades for the proven value and low cost of ownership it delivers, Hiperos 3PM 
enables companies to protect their brand and revenues by implementing an automated, consistent 
approach to third party onboarding, measurement, monitoring and controls. For additional information, 
visit www.hiperos.com.

IBM’s business process outsourcing (BPO) and Supply Chain 
Management (SCM) services and solutions help standardize, consolidate 
and optimize the full source-to-pay (S2P) footprint, including sourcing, 
procurement and payment processes. Single-point or end-to-end solution, 

our services are flexible and designed to help meet your specific business needs. Whether you 
need strategic sourcing services that allow you to capitalize on IBM’s sizable managed spend 
base, our world-class procure-to-pay services to optimize these processes, or both, we can tailor a 
strategy to match your organization’s unique requirements. For additional information,  
visit ibm.com/services/process. 

Infosys BPO Ltd. (www.infosysbpo.com), is the Business Process 
Management subsidiary of Infosys Limited and helps drive procure-
ment effectiveness and efficiencies for 52+ Fortune 500 clients across 
10 global delivery centers. With close to 50 billion of direct and 

indirect spend with over 1400 dedicated practitioners, Infosys provides both transactional 
procurement outsourcing across direct and indirect procurement and also sourcing support, 
significant category expertise and end to end solutions for most indirect spend categories. Infosys 
BPO operates in the US, India, China, Mexico, Brazil, Poland, Czech Republic, and the 
Philippines and employs 18,000+ people.  For additional information, visit www.infosysbpo.com.

Information Services Group (ISG) (NASDAQ: III)  is a leading technology 
insights, market intelligence and advisory services company, serving more 
than 500 clients around the world to help them achieve operational 
excellence. ISG provides research, benchmarking, consulting and managed 
services, with a focus on information technology, business process transforma-

tion, program management services and enterprise resource planning. ISG clients benefit from unique 
insights and innovative solutions, industry-leading data, and more than five decades of experience and 
global leadership. Based in Stamford, Conn., the company has more than 800 employees and 
operates in 21 countries. For additional information, visit www.isg-one.com.

 
 

Are you leaving half 
your procurement 
value on the table?

Reducing procurement costs is one thing. 
Creating sustainable value from your procurement 

function is another. KPMG’s Procurement Advisory 
practice combines thought leadership and global 

perspectives to help you transform the way you 
source and manage your supply base.  So your 

procurement function can provide the value you 
expect. And the P&L results you need. 

Download our latest research: “High Impact Procurement 
Operating Models” and “FUTUREBUY: The Future of 

Procurement.”  Visit kpmg.com/us/procurement
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IQNavigator is the proven leader in services procurement solutions, 
helping global enterprises better manage all types of procured services and 
their non-employee workforces around the world. IQNavigator’s cloud 
based VMS software processes tens of billions of dollars in yearly services 

spend, enabling clients to intelligently manage and optimize the cost-effectiveness, compliance, 
visibility and efficiency of complex services procurement and contingent workforce programs. For more 
than a decade, IQNavigator has been the leader in providing innovative technology solutions for 
managing companies’ procured services including statement of work and project based consultants, 
contractors, temporary workers and other contingent workers. For more information about IQNavigator 
and how its industry leading offerings such as IQNtelligence are helping many of the world’s most 
respected companies, visit www.IQNavigator.com.

JLL is committed to helping CRE organizations understand and navigate the 
intricacies of commercial real estate. Our platform makes the difference with 
48,000+ professionals and 1,000 locations linked by a single manage-
ment structure, so you can expect one experience around the globe. No 
other firm has more LEED professionals who can help meet your sustainability 

goals. Because we manage 600+ million square feet of corporate space, we have the experience and 
scale to operate facilities with maximum efficiency, safety and employee comfort.  For additional  
information, visit www.jll.com.

Kaye Scholer LLP “Brilliant attorneys [who] provide 
fast, diligent responses” is how Legal 500 describes 
the IP and Technology Group at Kaye Scholer, which 

was ranked in the First Tier by U.S. News & World Report and whose chairman, Bill Tanenbaum, was 
named “Lawyer of the Year 2013” in IT for NY by Best Lawyers in America and ranked in Band 1 in 
Technology/Outsourcing in NY by Chambers. Surveys find Bill is “at a stage in his career where no 
issue is unfamiliar, too complex or intimidating to take on” and a “strong, pragmatic lawyer who knows 
exactly how to get the deal done.”  For more information, visit www.kayescholer.com.

For clients worldwide, KellyOCG® guides and manages all categories of 
talent to strategically drive business growth.  By applying labor market insight, 
data analytics, and supply chain management principles, KellyOCG 
optimizes your labor spend; delivering access to service providers and quality 

talent at competitive rates and with minimized risk.  KellyOCG is the Outsourcing and Consulting 
Group of workforce solutions provider, Kelly Services, Inc.  Solution offerings include Recruitment 
Process Outsourcing (RPO), Business Process Outsourcing (BPO), Contingent Workforce Outsourcing 
(CWO); including Statement of Work (SOW) Management and Independent Contractor Solutions; 
Human Resources Consulting, Career Transition and Executive Coaching & Development, and 
Executive Search. For additional information, visit www.kellyocg.com.
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KPMG’s Procurement Advisory practice has a global footprint comprised of over 
700 seasoned supply chain specialists located in all major geographic markets. 
Our professionals come from a rich background of industry, technology and 
advisory experiences which combine to deliver practical fit-for-purpose 
designs.  We help drive sustainable improvements to make Procurement a source 

of value and innovation. Leveraging our financial heritage and strength in managing risk, we help 
achieve balanced business performance through better spend management, productivity gains, and 
improved internal controls. We serve as business partners providing tailored insight to our clients 
through their transformation journey.  For more information, visit www.kpmg.com/us/procurement. 

LexisNexis®  is a leading global provider of content-enabled 
workflow solutions designed specifically for professionals in the 
legal, risk management, corporate, government, law enforcement, 

accounting, and academic markets. LexisNexis supply management solutions help enable 
professionals to proactively assess risks beyond just a financial stress score, evaluate and review 
suppliers, and share timely updates across the enterprise, so companies can anticipate and 
manage risk, work more efficiently, and gain better visibility and intelligence.  For more  
information, visit www.lexisnexis.com/supply-management. 

LogicSource is a sourcing solutions firm serving a broad range of 
industries, including but not limited to, retail, consumer packaged 
goods, finance, insurance, travel & leisure and healthcare. We offer 
technology, advisory and co-sourcing solutions centered on the 

sourcing and procurement of an expanding range of both direct and indirect commodities and services. 
Successful sourcing is an equation with many variables. It demands a balance of sharp expertise, 
collaborative suppliers and robust technology. Consider the variables in your own equation: category 
expertise, strategic sourcing capabilities, lean processes, technology, supplier ecosystem, and market 
leverage. LogicSource brings depth and direction to each, through a rigorous three-phase approach 
that determines where and how we can optimize and improve each client’s unique equation. For more 
information, visit www.logicsource.com.

Matlen Silver provides IT staffing solutions for a wide variety of 
industries including banking, finance and the life sciences.   Our 
value proposition is simple:  Quality execution through quality 

people and Matlen Silver knows people.  Whether you need IT leadership or technical staff, Matlen 
Silver relentlessly works to ensure you have world-class IT talent available to drive your initiative to 
success.  We only ask the best and the brightest to join our team and then we support them in every 
facet of their engagement.  Matlen Silver, our people is our product. For more information,  contact 
us at (704)496-7065 or questions@matlensilver.com.
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        Driven by Performance.

Comprehensive Source-to-Pay Suite

Seamless Integration

One-third of Employees in R&D

17 Patent Applications

103 Carnegie Center, Suite 201, Princeton, NJ 08540  
Princeton: +1 609-799-5664, Chicago: +1 847-993-3180, Atlanta: +1 678-366-5000

 information@zycus.com, www.zycus.com

Mayer Brown’s Business & Technology Sourcing 
practice is one of the global industry leaders for 
Business Process and IT Outsourcing as ranked by 

Chambers & Partners, The Legal500 and the International Association of Outsourcing Professionals 
(IAOP). With more than 50 dedicated lawyers—many of whom have previous experience with 
leading outsourcing providers and technology companies—the practice has advised on nearly 
300 transactions worldwide with a total value of more than $100 billion. Our extensive  
experience and a market-tested approach bring efficient and cost-effective innovations to our 
clients’ sourcing processes. For more information, visit www.mayerbrown.com/
businesstechnologysourcing.

For more than 25 years, MBO Partners has led the $250 
billion-and-growing independent consulting sector in America. 
We offer two services that make it easy for independent 
consultants and their clients to do business. For independent 
consultants, we provide a proprietary process to handle taxes, 

expenses, benefits, invoicing, contract negotiation and more. To guide each consultant through 
the process, MBO assigns a dedicated business manager. For enterprise clients, our Enterprise 
Solutions service provides a complete independent contractor engagement program, including 
compliant payment solutions for 1099s, sole proprietors and micro-businesses. For more 
information, visit www.mboenterprise.com, or email info@mboenterprise.com.

Since 2001, Mindcrest has been a trusted partner to law firms and 
in-house counsel in delivering a suite of legal process outsourcing 
services in the areas of litigation, corporate legal services and legal 
content and publishing.  Our services and operations are underpinned 

by an experienced workforce of attorneys, supported by a disciplined approach to execution and 
delivery. When you partner with Mindcrest, you will work with experienced lawyers and litigators who 
understand your unique challenges, and who can help you succeed. For more information, visit 
www.mindcrest.com, call +312 467 9744 or email info@mindcrest.com.

MindTree Limited is a global IT and Product Engineering Services 
Company with deep knowledge in specific domains. MindTree is 
acknowledged as the best mid-size software services company in 

India for its capability to build, test and deploy solutions. The company places significant emphasis on 
culture, customer centricity and corporate governance. MindTree is ranked No. 1 among the Most 
Admired Knowledge Enterprise (MAKE) India Award winners in 2010, 13th in NASSCOM’s listing of 
Top IT Software and Services Exporters in India (excluding BPO). In 2009, MindTree was ranked No. 2 
in Asia and declared the overall winner in India in the Asiamoney Corporate Governance Poll. For more 
information, visit www.mindtree.com. 
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With extensive operations in the U.S. and Europe, NelsonHall is the 
leading global BPO and outsourcing analyst firm. NelsonHall has 
recently launched its NEAT outsourcing vendor shortlist analysis tool. 
The tool is designed with sourcing ROI in mind and allows strategic 

sourcing managers and operational executives to focus on decision-making rather than information 
collection. The NEAT tool combines “speed-to-source” with the depth and objectivity of information for 
which NelsonHall is known. The tool is interactive & integrated with NelsonHall content and enables 
sourcing managers to evaluate vendor suitability across multiple scenarios and business situations specific 
to their organization.   For more information, visit research.nelsonhall.com.

Seeking independent shared services and outsourcing (SSO) 
advisors committed to your agenda without restraint or conflict is 
the most effective way of realizing the full potential of SSO in your 
organization. PA’s team of 200+ SSO experts offers such an 

approach. SSO provides an opportunity for organizations to improve service standards and 
achieve efficiency savings. Choosing an advisor to help your organization realize these benefits 
requires careful consideration. Unlike many advisers, PA is independent of large suppliers so 
we’re able to confidently offer and implement solutions to deliver the best results for your 
organization. For more information, visit our website www.paconsulting.com/sourcing or 
e-mail fitforthefuture@paconsulting.com.

Peoplefluent is the leading provider of talent management 
solutions designed to support the entire workforce. We provide 
the mobile enablement, social collaboration, information 
visualization and the domain expertise required to empower 

strategic decision making and true employee engagement. Our talent management software 
enables organizations to unlock each individual’s potential by removing the boundaries that limit 
the performance and productivity of your workforce.  Our solutions have helped over 5,100 
organizations in 214 countries and territories successfully achieve their talent aspirations.  Today, 
80% of the Fortune 100 relies on Peoplefluent solutions as part of their talent management 
delivery strategy. For more information, visit www.peoplefluent.com.

 

Perfect Commerce, offers world-class sourcing and 
procurement solutions to the enterprise and public 
market sectors. The company provides a full suite of 

proven procurement software and services to optimize transaction efficiency between buyers and 
sellers. Combining their global procurement offering with a highly personalized approach and a 
company-wide commitment to helping customers achieve optimal savings and performance, 
Perfect Commerce enjoys the highest customer renewal rate in the industry. A preferred partner to 
the Global 1000, Perfect Commerce global customers and partners include market leaders such 
as BNP Paribas, Johnson Controls, Inc., YRC Worldwide, Honeywell, Inc., ITT, and FNAC.  
For more information, visit www.perfect.com.

www.fieldglass.com   |   info@fieldglass.com

Learn how industry leaders mitigate 
compliance challenges with Fieldglass.

Join Fieldglass for our presentation on 
Wednesday, April 2 at 9:30AM 

as we explore how leading companies address and 
manage risks associated with their flexible workforces.

WHY GAMBLE WITH 
YOUR CONTINGENT 
WORKFORCE?
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Focusing on a piece of 
the process only fixes 
a piece of the process.
You’re under increasing pressure to 
meet supply chain demands. Cutting 
costs alone won’t cut it. By taking a 
more holistic approach, our supply 
chain consultants can help you 
optimize efficiencies and achieve the 
sustainable performance you seek. 
What makes us different is that we 
see things differently. You will, too. 

Find out more at ey.com/advisory.

Join us on Wednesday for an 
interactive experience focused on 
procurement transformation.

Wednesday, April 2 
3:40 p.m.–4:30 p.m.

Procurement transformation: 
overcoming the challenge of 
consensus building with connection, 
collaboration and creativity at Honda
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Proxima is the alternative to the conventional in-house procurement 
function – in essence an ‘alternative sourcing partner’.  This is the 
shortest way of saying we exist to ensure that every penny our clients 
spend works to the maximum to achieve their corporate objectives.  As 

the name implies, we take care of sourcing, but through a very different approach to an in-house function, 
and through close collaboration with our clients. For more information, visit www.proximagroup.com.

THE SELECT GROUP

The Select Group is an award-winning full-service recruiting partner with a personal 
approach, specializing in the placement of technology (IT) and engineering 
professionals. Founded in 1999, The Select Group is headquartered in Raleigh, 
NC, with sales offices across North America. Our team of extraordinary recruiters 
and customer-focused account managers focuses on fulfilling your business needs. 

We specialize in IT and engineering positions including: mobile development, ERP/CRM, application 
development, quality assurance, project management, business analysis, software engineering, systems 
and network administration, database administration, virtualization, SAN engineering, and helpdesk 
support. For more information, visit www.selectgroup.com. 

The Smart Cube was named as the #1 Knowledge Process Outsourcing Firm 
globally, based on customer satisfaction, in The Black Book of Outsourcing’s 
prestigious 2011 Survey Rankings.  We specialize in providing customized 
procurement and supply chain research and analytics to global corporations, 
management consulting firms and specialist procurement service providers. Our 

research capabilities cover the entire sourcing spectrum and critical business areas from sustainability and 
risk analytics to cost modeling and forecasting. We deliver high-value research, with insight, to help move 
your business forward.  For more information, visit www.thesmartcube.com.

Founded in 1982, Softtek is a global provider of process-driven IT solutions with 
30 offices in North America, Latin America, Europe and Asia. With nine Global 
Delivery Centers in Mexico, China, Brazil, Argentina and Spain, Softtek helps 
improve time-to-business-solution, lower costs of existing applications, deliver better 

engineered and tested applications, and produce predictable outcomes for top-tier corporations in over 20 
countries. Through on-site, on-shore and its trademarked Global Nearshore™ service delivery models, 
Softtek teams with CIOs to constantly increase the business value of IT. Softtek is the creator and a leader of 
the nearshore industry. For more information, visit www.softtek.com or info.usa@softtek.com.  
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Established in 1974, SourceAmerica creates job opportunities 
for a skilled and dedicated workforce:  people with significant 
disabilities. We are the vital link between this exceptional 

workforce, a network of 1,000 community-based nonprofits, and the federal government and private sector 
companies that need the products and services this workforce provides.  Headquartered in Vienna, VA, 
SourceAmerica provides the agency network with business development, contract management, legislative 
and regulatory assistance, communications and public relations materials, information technology support, 
engineering and technical assistance, and extensive professional training needed for successful nonprofit 
management.  SourceAmerica is an AbilityOne authorized enterprise.  For more information: www.
sourceamerica.org.

Synergy Services is an industry expert providing customized program 
solutions for businesses using independent contractors (ICs). We provide 
IC Compliance, Employer of Record (EOR)/Payroll Services and Vendor 
Compliance to Fortune 1000 companies. We specialize in reducing our 
Clients’ overall costs of their flexible workforce programs while minimizing 

the risks associated with worker misclassification. Our knowledge, expertise, flexibility and 
unparalleled customer service make Synergy stand out from the crowd. As one of the industry’s 
fastest growing companies, Synergy’s global programs provide the service and support to make 
your flexible workforce a strong force for your business. For more information, visit  
www.synergyservicescorp.com or email info@synergyservicescorp.com.

Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, consulting and business solutions 
organization that delivers real results to global business, ensuring a level of 
certainty no other firm can match. TCS offers a consulting-led, integrated portfolio 
of IT and IT enabled, infrastructure, engineering and assurance services. This is 

delivered through its unique Global Network Delivery Model™, recognized as the benchmark of 
excellence in software development. A part of the Tata Group, India’s largest industrial conglomerate, 
TCS has a global footprint and is listed on the National Stock Exchange and Bombay Stock Exchange 
in India. For more information, visit us at www.tcs.com.

Vantage Partners leverages unique expertise in 
negotiation, relationship management, and change 
management to help companies develop and implement 

innovative approaches to negotiating with, and collaborating with, suppliers — and to enhance 
collaboration between procurement and internal business partners. As a result, we have helped clients 
achieve hundreds of millions of dollars in bottom line savings and incremental revenue.  For more 
information, please visit www.vantagepartners.com.
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Virtusa provides a broad range of IT consulting, systems implementa-
tion and application outsourcing services through an optimized global 
delivery model. Through our industry leading platforming process, 

Virtusa focuses on delivering business results by modernizing, rationalizing and consolidating the critical 
applications that support our clients’ core business processes. We employ advanced processes like 
Agile to ensure the right system is delivered the first time. This approach enables Virtusa to serve industry 
leaders as they seek to improve their customers’ experience, expand market reach, improve time to 
market and lower costs. For more information visit www.virtusa.com.

Wipro Ltd. (NYSE:WIT) is a leading Information Technology, Consulting and 
Outsourcing company that delivers solutions to enable its clients to do business better. 
Wipro delivers winning business outcomes through its deep industry experience and 
a 360 degree view of “Business through Technology” - helping clients create 
successful and adaptive businesses. A company recognized globally for its 
comprehensive portfolio of services, a practitioner’s approach to delivering 
innovation, and an organization wide commitment to sustainability, Wipro has a 

workforce of 140,000 serving clients across 61 countries. For more information, visit www.wipro.com.

Xchanging provides procurement, technology and business 
processing services globally for customers across industries. We 
bring world-class capabilities across the full source-to-pay lifecycle, 
including deep category expertise, tightly-integrated sourcing and 

procurement solutions and next-generation, cloud-native technology that provides fast access to 
comprehensive supplier information, market intelligence and the ability to conduct strategic sourcing 
events – on one platform. We help customers achieve maximum spend under management, generate 
impactful savings and ensure those savings hit the bottom line. Our promise is to provide sourcing and 
procurement organizations with the ability to do more, have a greater impact and become a more 
strategic function.   For more information, visit www.xchanging.com or procurement-us@
xchanging.com.

Zycus, with our spirit of innovation and a passion to help 
procurement reach greater business advantages, we have 
evolved our portfolio to a comprehensive full suite of Procurement 
Performance Solutions – Spend Analysis, eSourcing, Contract 

Management, Supplier Management, Financial Savings Management, and Procure-to-Pay – to encompass 
the complete Source-to-Settle process. At Zycus, we believe in being 100% responsive to customer needs 
and positioning procurement at the heart of business performance. With a decade long experience in 
procurement technology and 200+ solution deployments among global Fortune 1000 clients, we continue 
on our pursuit to drive competitive business performance. For more information, visit www.zycus.com.
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